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KNAPP, J. The learned master who decided this cause reached the conclusion on
,_the evidence that the purchaser of the premises, and not the mortgagee, should bear the
loss incident to the fraudulent cancellation of
the mortgage made upon the record prior to
the purchase, on the faith of which cancella/tion the buyer parted with the whole puiv
chg.se money believing the property to be un-

A.

After a careful review of the
incumbered.
am
case,
am led to an opposite result.
fully impressed with the importance of securing due protection to the holders of mortgage securities, where, in pursuit of the provisions of the registry laws, the lien has been
The security
made apparent on the record.
afEorded by registry should remain undisturbed by a cancellation effected through mistake, accident, or fraud of third persons, even
if by such cancellation subsequent mortgagees or purchasers are made to suffer loss.
Such after-acquired rights ought not to prevail against the just claims of an innocent
incumbrancer, because the recnon-negligent
Ceincellation
ord has been wrongly effaced.
of a mortgage on the record is only prima
facie evidence of its discharge, and it is left
to the owner making the allegation to prove
the canceling to have been done by fraud,
accident, or mistake. Such proof being made,
will be established,
even
the mortgage
against subsequent purchasers or mortgagees
Banking CO. v. Woodruff,
without notice.
2 N. J. Eq. 117; Harrison v. Railroad Co.,
19 N. J. Eq. 488.
Between a mortgagee whose mortgage has
been discharged of record solely through the
unauthorized act of another party, and a
purchaser who buys the title in tiie belief,
induced by such cancellation, that the mortgage is satisfied and discharged, the equities
are balanced, and the rights in the order of
time must prevail. The lien of the mortgage
must remain despite the apparent discharge.
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But this i3 apart from any default attributable to the holder of the lien. If through his
negligence
the record Is permitted to give
notice to the world that his claim is satisfied,
he cannot, in the face of his own. carelessness, have his mortgage enforced against a
bona flde purchaser taking his title on the
faith that the registry is discharged.
Where
one gives to another the power to practice a
fraud upon Innocent parties, the court will
not interfere in his protection at the expense
of those who have been deceived and misled
by such fraud. What circumstance shall be

sufficient to establish negligence,
euch as
shall preclude a mortgagee from a decree
establishing his canceled paper, must be determined as a question of fact in each particular ease, tested by those rules of conduct
which men of common prudence usually observe in the care and management of such
securities. That it is negligence In the owner of a mortgage to permit It to be in the
custody and control of the mortgagor or owner of the mortgaged premises, in view of the
provisions of our statute of registry, will not
admit of denial. Such an occurrence is so
unusual, so imperils the owner, and therefore so unlikely to happen in business dealings, that it was regarded in Harrison v. Railroad Co. as ground for the gravest suspicion
of the truthfulness of a witness who had testified to such custody by the assent of the
owner of the security.
The minute of discharge of this mortgage
made upon the record by the register expressed, in general form, thie fact of cancellation. The entry was made upon evidence
presented to the register such as the statute
has declared to be suflScient authority for so
doing. The mortgage was produced by the
mortgagor, canceled, and there is no doubt
that upon the faith of this cancellation the
purchaser took title to the property, and paid
the consideration. But it clearly appears
that the mortgage was unpaid, and that the
act of the mortgagor in procuring the entry
of the discharge was fraudulent, and without
the knowledge or assent of the mortgagee.
If this were all of the case, and no default
appeared on the part of the mortgagee, nol)withstanding the forcible language of the
act which declares such minute to be a full
and absolute bar to and discharge of the said
pntry, registry, and mortgage, the right of
the respondent
to the lien of its security
should be maintained; and it is solely upon
the ground that the respondent is chargeable
with negligence which tended to and actually did produce the injury that I think the
decree should be reversed.
The mortgage
was in the possession and imder the control
of the mortgagor at the time when it was
produced for cancellation on the record. How
long he had such custody does not positively appear, but the strong Inference from the
testimony is that it was during the whole
time between the registry of the mortgage
and its cancellation. Neither the president
of the association, nor Its treasurer, who had
charge of its securities, were able to say that
they ever had the actual custody of this mortgage;
and they further declare that the
mortgagor, although an officer of the company, had no access whatever to the securities in the possession of the treasurer. It is
therefore impossible that he should have obtained its possession by means resembling
think, be attheft. His possession must,
tributed either to the assent or to the negligence of the officers of the association respouf
sible for its securities. If we regard the the-
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ory that the mortgagor, at the conclusion of
his transaction of the loan, fraudulently substituted a copy of the mortgage for the original paper, and delivered that to the association, I am still forced to the conclusion that
the officers were culpably negligent in permitting themselves to be thus'imposed upon.
The fact that he was the law officer of this
body would not justify so Implicit a trust
in him in the matter of a loan to himself.
We must assume that these officers were men
of business capacity and skill. The transaction was in the line of their ordinary duIndeed, they did not trust to him, but
ties.
employed
other counsel to make searches
against his property. In their ordinary transactions their habit was to submit to counsel
the securities received for loans for inspection and approval. The slightest examinatiori of the paper received by them would
have shown it to be but a copy. They submitted it to no legal adviser; they gave it
no examination. If it were not intended to
be, as was its purport, a mere copy, leaving
the original in other hands, any degree of
care, exceeding the blindest confidence, must
have revealed the deception.
The theory fails
to lead us out of the difficulty.
do not
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think that any circumstance presented In this
case made it the appellant's duty, in order to
avail himself of the rights of a bona fide
purchaser, to institute personal inquiry of
Any rule placing him under
the mortgagee.
this exaction would embrace every case of
a purchase of lands that had ever been subject to mortgage which the record showed to
be canceled.
Such a rule, it is needless to
say, would render this provision of the registry act entirely nugatory. A purchaser could
then only buy with safety when the registry
had been discharged,
and an admission of
payment obtained from the mortgagee.
Doubtless circumstances may, and frequently
do, arise to put the purchaser upon Inquiry,
and charge him with notice.
It seems to me
in this transaction
that nothing appears
which should have put this purchaser upon
further inquiry. He was permitted to rely
upon the record.
He did so, purchasing
upon the belief that it spoke the fact truly.
It was false, but the deception was directly
traceable to the culpable negligence of the
mortgage owner, and the loss should fall upon the party chargeable with the fault.
The decree below should be reversed, and
the bill of complainants be dismissed.
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The LORD CHANCELLOR.
When I reserved my judgment at the conclusion of the argument in this case, it was
rather out of respect to that argument than
from a feeling of any difficulty with regard
^ to the question that had been so strenuously contested before me.
The case is a very simple one. The plaintiff claims as the grantee of an annuity
granted by a deed dated in the month of
February, 1820, to issue out of certain lands
in the county of Monmouth, secured by
Y> powers of distress and entry. The annuity
or rent charge was not to arise until the
death of one Rebecca Phillips, who died in
1839, and the first
the month of December,
payment of the annuity became due on the
8th March, 1840.
The case was argued on both sides on the
admitted basis that the legal estate was outstanding in certain incumbrancers, and is
Subject to the annuity
stlU outstanding.
the grantor was entitled in fee simple in
In February, 1821, the grantor inequity.
On the
termarried with one Mary Phillips.
occasion of that marriage a settlement, dated
in February, 1821, was executed, and under this deed the defendants claim, and
claim, therefore, as purchasers for a valuNo payment has ever
able consideration.
been made in respect of the annuity.
The bill was filed within twenty years,
and seeks the ordinary relief applicable to
the case. The defendants by their answer
Insist thai the deed was voluntary, and
rtherefore void, under the statute of Elizabeth, as against them in their character of
purchasers for valuable consideration, and
they also insist upon the statute of limitations.
But in the answer the defense of
purchase for valuable consideration without notice is not attempted to be raised.
At the hearing an affidavit of Mary Phillips and another person was produced, denying the fact of notice of the annuity at
the time of the grant and at the time of the
creation of the marriage settlement, and the
y contention at the bar was that the defense
of purchase for valuable consideration without notice was available for the defendants
under these circumstances, and ought to be
allowed as a bar to the claim by the court
The vice chancellor in his judgment refused
to admit the defense of purchase for valuable consideration without notice, and I entirely agree with him in the conclusion that
such a defense requir«s to be pleaded by
the answer, more especially where an answer has been put in.
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But I do not mean to rest my decision
upon that particular ground because I have
permitted the argument to proceed with reference to the general proposition, which was
maintained before me with great energy
and learning, viz., that the doctrine of a
court of equHjif was this, that It would give
no relief whatever to any claimant against
a purchaser for valuable consideration without notice.
It was urged upon me that authority to this effect was to be found in
some recent decisions of this court, and
particularly in the case decided at the rolls
of Attorney General v. Wilkins, 17 Beav.
285.

I undoubtedly was struck with the novelty and extent of the doctrine that was
thus advanced, and in order to deal with
the argument it becomes necessary
to revert to elementary principles. I take it to
be a clear proposition that every conveyance of an equitable interest is an innocent
conveyance,
that Is to say, the grant of a.
person entitled merely in equity passes only
that which he is justly entitled to and no
more.' If, therefore, a person seised of an
equitable estate (the legal estate being outmakes an assurance by way of
standing)
mortgage
or grants an annuity, and afterwards conveys the whole estate to a purchaser, he can grant to the purchaser that
which he has, viz., the estate subject to the
mortgage or aimuity, and no more. The
subsequent grantee takes only that which
is left in the grantor. Hence grantees and
incumbrancers claiming in equity take and
are ranked according to the dates of theh:
securities; and the maxim applies,
"Qui
prior est tempore potior est jure."
The first
grantee is potior, that is potentior. He has
a better and superior, because a prior, equity. The first grantee has a right to be
paid first, and it is quite immaterial whether the subsequent incumbrancers,
at the
time when they took their securities and
paid their money, had notice of the first incumbrance or not. These elementary rules
are recognized in the case of Brace v.
Duchess of Marlborough, 2 P. Wms. 491,
and tbey are further illustrated by the familiar doctrine of the court as to tacking
securities. It Is well known that if there
are three incumbrancers, and the third incumbrancer, at the time of his incumbrance
and payment of his money, had no notice
of the second incumbrance, then, if the first
mortgagee
or incumbrancer has the legal
estate, and the third pays him off, and
takes an assignment of his securities and a
conveyance
of the legal estate, he is entitled to tack his third mortgage to the first
mortgage which he has acquired, and to exclude the intermediate Incumbrancer; but
this doctiioe is limited to the case where the
first mortgagee has the legal title, for. If
the first mortgagee
has not the legal title,
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the third does not, by the transfer, obtain
the legal title, and the third mortgagee, by
payment off of the first, acquires no priority over the second.
Now the defense of
a purchaser for valuable consideration is the
creature of a court of equity, and it can
never be used in a manner at variance with
the elementary rules which have already
been stated.
It seems at first to have been
used as a shield against the claim in equity
of persons having a legal title. Bassett v.
Nosworthy, Finch, 102, 2 White & T. Lead.
Cas. Bq. 1, is, If not the earliest, the best
early reported case on the subject. There
the plaintiff claimed under a legal title, and
this circumstance, together with the maxim
which
have referred to, probably gave rise
to the notion that this defense was good
only against the legal title; but there appear to be three cases in which the use of
this defense is most familiar:
'^ First, where an application is made to an
auxiUary jurisdiction of the court by the
possessor of a legal title, as by an heir at
ij^\i law (which was the case in Bassett v. Nos^ worthy, Finch, 102, 2 White & T. Lead. Cas.
^ ; Eq. 1), or by a tenant for life for the deliv4 ery of title deeds (which was the case of
Wallwyn v. Lee, 9 Ves. 24), and the defendant pleads that he is a bona fide purchaser for valuable consideration without
In such a case the defense Is good,
notice.
i I and the reason given Is that, as against a
K purchaser for valuable consideration without notice, th^ court gives no assistance,
that is, no assistance to the legal title. But
"y I this rule does not apply where the court exercises a legal jurisdiction concurrently with
'I
,
courts of law. Thus it was decided by Lord
^'
Thurlow in Williams v. Lambe, 3 Brown
Ch. 264, that the defense could not be pleadY'
ed to a bill for dower, and by Sir J. Leach
\
in Collins v. Archer, 1 Russ. & M. 284, that
\
it was no answer to a bill for fines. In
"\ those cases the court of equity was not
\
asked to give the plaintiff any equitable, as
distinguished from legal, relief.
J'
The second class of cases Is the ordinary
one of several purchasers or incumbrancers,
each claiming in equity, and one who is later
'^
and last in time succeeds in obtaining an
outstanding legal estate not held upon existing trusts or a judgment, or any other legal
advantage the possession of which may be
a protection to himself or an embarrassment
He will not be deprived
to other claimants.
of this advantage by a court of equity. To
by
a bill filed against him for this purpose,
a prior purchaser or incumbrancer, the defendant may maintain the plea of purchase
for valuable consideration without notice, for
the principle is that a court of equity will
not disarm a purchaser, that is, will not take
from him the shield of any legal advantage.
This is the common doctrine of the tabula In
naufragio.
Thirdly, where there are circumstances
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that give rise to an equity as distinguished
from an equitable estate,— as, for example,
an equity to set aside a deed for fraud, or
to correct It for mistake,— and the purchaser
under the instrument maintains the plea of
purchase for valuable consideration without
notice, the court will not Interfere.
Now these are the three cases In which the
defense in question Is most commonly foimd.
None of them involve the case that Is now
~^
before ^fi,
_^
~|^^^--Trwas Indeed said at the bar that the defendants, being In possession, had a legal
advantage in respect, of the possession, of
which they ought not to be deprived;
but
that Is to confound the subject of adjudication with the means of determining it.
The possession is the thing which is the subject of controversy, and is to be awarded by
the court to one or to the other;
but the
subject of controversy and the means of determining the right to that subject are perfectly different.
The argument, In fact,
amounts to this, "I ought not to be deprived
of possession, because I have possession."
The purchaser will not be deprived of anything that gives him a legal right to the possession, but the possession itself must not be
confounded
with the right to it.
, The case therefore that
have to decide Is
the ordinary case of a person claiming, under an innocent equitable
conveyance,
that
interest which existed in the grantor at the
time when that conveyance was made; but,
as I have already said, that interest was diminished by the estate that had been previously granted to the annuitant, and, as
there was no ground for pretending that the
deed creating the annuity was a voluntary
deed, so there is no ground whatever for contending that the estate of the person taking
under the subsequent marriage settlement is
not to be treated by this court, being an
equitable estate, as subject to the antecedent
annuity, just as effectually as if the annuity
itself had been noticed and excepted out of
the operation of the subsequent instrument
I have no difflculty, therefore, in holding
that the plea of purchase for valuable consideration is upon principle not at all applicable to the case before me, even If I
could take notice of It as having been rightly
and regularly raised.
We next come to examine the authorities
upon which the defense relies.
Now, undoubtedly, I cannot assent to some observations which I find attributed to the master of
the rolls in the report of the case of Attorney
General v. Wllkins, 17 Beav. 285, but to the
decision of that case, as explained by his
honor in the subsequent case of Oolyer t.
Finch, 19 Beav. 500, I see no reasonable objection, and the principles that I have here
been referring to are fully explained and
acted on by the master of the rolls In the
case of Oolyer v. Finch, 19 Beav. 500.
It is
Impossible, therefore, to suppose that he in-
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to lay down anything In the case of
Attorney General v. Wilkins, 17 Beav. 285,
which is at variance with the ordinary rules
of the court as I have already explained
them, or which could give countenance to the
argument that has been raised before me at
the bar.
have consequently no difficulty In holding
that the decree of his honor the vice chancellor is right upon the grounds on which he
placed it in the court below, and that also it
would have been right if he had considered
the grounds which have been urged before
me in support of this petition of rehearing.
I therefore affirm the decree and dismiss the
petition of rehearing; but, inasmuch as the
tended

I

sues In forma pauperis, of course
It must be dismissed without costs.

plaintlfiC

Mr. Pearson, for appellant,
turn of the deposit.

asked

for a re-

The LORD OHANCJEILIiOR.
I think that the respondent should have the
benefit of the deposit.
You purchase the liberty of coming here by the deposit.
I do not
think that I can give the appellant any further costs against you, but I can give him the
benefit of the deposit which, according to the
rules of the court, you have made. Therefore the deposit will be given to him, unless
it exceeds the costs of the appeal.
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BAILEY.

(9 AU. 122, 79 Me. 195.)
Supreme

Judicial

Court of Maine.

March

1,

1887.

On appeal from decision of single justice
at nisi prius, Penobscot county.
Bill in equity brought to remove a cloud
from the complainant's title, and to redeem
the land from an equitable mortgage.
The
judge at nisi prius rendered a decision in favor of the complainant, and the respondent
appealed to the law court

A. W. Paine

plainant.

and

C.

P.

Stetson,

for

com-

Davis & Bailey, for respondent

PETERS, C. J. This bill seeks to remove
a cloud overhanging the complainant's title
to an imdivlded parcel of land,—in efEect, to
redeem the land from an equitable mortgage,
the allegation being that the debt has been
paid. We can have no reasonable doubt of
the facts thus far alleged.
The defendant's
grantor was caUed as a witness by the complainant The defendant contends that his
testimony was inadmissible, and cites cases
which sustain the ordinary principle that a
grantor cannot dispute with his grantee the
title which he has assumed to convey.
The
objection goes to the testimony, and not to
the witness personally. The principle of estoppel, which is invoked, Is aimed,
not
against the witness because he is a grantor,
but against any oral testimony to contradict
the terms of a deed. As said by Judge Curtis in answer to the same objection: "The
facts to be proved were dehors the record,
and one witness was as competent, in point
of law, [to prove them,] as another." Where
a grantor is allowed to prove a fact by another, he may do so by himself. Holbrook v.
Bank, 2 Curt 246.
It is true, as a general rule, that the effect
of a deed cannot be controlled by oral eviBut among the exceptions to the rule
dence.
is that in equity, where the proof is clear
and convincing, a deed absolute on its face
may be construed to be an equitable mortIn Rowell V. Jewett, 69 Me. 293, this
gage.
exceptional doctrine was first allowed to
It was fully
have operation in this state.
accepted in Stinchfleld v. Mllllken, 71 Me.
567, where the opinion says: "But ttie transaction was in equity a mortgage,—an equitaable mortgage. The criterion is the Intention
of the parties. In equity this Intention may
be ascertained from all pertinent facts, either within or without the written parts of
the transaction. Where the intention is clear
that an absolute conveyance Is taken as a
security for a debt, it Is in equity a mortThe real intention governs." In Lewgage.
is V. Small, 71 Me. 552, the same doctrine
It has since been aflBrmed in
is admitted.
other cases, receiving an able discussion in
the late case of Reed v. Reed, 75 Me. 264.
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The effect of many of the older cases in this
state has been swept away by this new principle in our legal system,—a product of the
growth of the law, very greatly promoted by
The present case
legislative stimulation.
must be governed by the equitable rule declared in the later decisions.
Another question presented by the case is
whether the statutory provision (Rev. St. c.
73, § 12) which declares that a title of a purchaser for a valuable consideration cannot
be defeated by a trust, unless the purchaser
had notice thereof, means actual or constructive notice.
Section 8 of the same chapter requires "actual notice" of an unrecorded
deed to defeat a subsequent purchaser's, title
from the same grantor. The two sections
were incorporated in our statutory system at
the same time,—in the Revision of 1841.
One requires "notice," the other "actual notice." We think the difference In phraseology may be accounted for partly on the
idea that section 8 would be applicable more
to law cases, and section 12 more to questions in equity. We can have no doubt that
there may be cases of constructive trusts
where section 12 would apply. At the same
time, where the facts present questions
analogous to those ordinarily arising under
the other section, we think actual notice
would be required; that under either section, in cases generally, actual notice, as we
understand the meaning of the term, would
be the rule; and that actual notice applies in
the present casa
There is a conflict In the cases and among
writers as to what is actual notice.
Much
of the difference Is said to be verbal only,—
more apparent than real. Certain propositions, however, are quite well agreed upon by
a majority of the authorities. Notice does not
mean knowledge; actual knowledge is not
required. Mr. Wade describes the modes of
proving actual notice as of two kinds. One
he denominates express notice, and the other
implied.
"Implied, which imputes knowledge to the party because he is shown to be
anxious of having the means of knowledge,
though he does not use them; in other
words, where, he chooses to remain voluntarily ignorant of the fact, or is grossly negligent in not following up the inquiry which
the known facts suggest." Wade, Notice (2d
Ed.) § 5. Some writers use the word "implied" as meaning constructive, and would
regard what Is here described to be implied
actual notice as constructive notice merely.
As applicable to actual notice, such as is required by the sections of the statute under
consideration, we think the classification of
the author whom we quote is satisfactory.
The author further explains the distinction
by adding that "notice by implication differs
from constructive notice, vrith which it is
frequently confounded, and which it greaUy
resembles,
with respect to the character of
the inference upon which it rests; constructive notice being the creature of positive
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law, or resting upon strletly legal inference,
while implied notice arises from inference
of fact."
It amounts substantially to this:
that actual notice may be proved by direct
evidence, or it may be inferred or implied
(that is, proved) as a fact from indirect eviA man
dence,— by circumstantial evidence.
m^j have notice or its legal equivalent. He
may be so situated as to be estopped to deny
that he had actual notice. We are speaking
of the statutory notice required under the
conveyances act A higher grade of evidence
may be necessary to prove actual notice appertaining to commercial paper. Kellogg v.
Curtis, 69 Me. 212.
The same facts may
sometimes be such as to prove both constructive and actual notice; that is, a court might
Infer constructive notice, and a jury infer
actual notice, from the facts. There may
be cases where the facts show actual, when
they do not warrant th€ inference of constructive, notice; as where a deed is not
regularly recorded, and not giving constructive notice, but a second purchaser sees it on
the records, thereby receiving actual notice.
Hastings v. Cutler, 24 N. H. 481.
Mr. Pomeroy (2 Eq. Jur. 596, note) summarizes the effect of the American cases on
the point under discussion in the following
words: "In a few of the states the courts
have interpreted the intention of the legislature as demanding that the personal information of the unrecorded Instrument should
be proved by the direct evidence, and as excluding all instances of actual notice established by circumstantial evidence.
In most
of the states, however, where this statutory
clause is found, the courts have defined the
'actual notice' required by the legislature as
embracing all Instances of that species in
contradistinction from constructive notice;
that is, all kinds of actual notice, whether
proved by direct evidence or inferred as a
legitimate conclusion from circumstances."
The doctrine of actual notice Implied by
circumstances (actual notice in the second
degree) necessarily involves the rule that a
purchaser, before buying, should clear up the
doubts which apparently hang upon the title,
by making due Inquiry and investigation.
If a party has knowledge of such facts as
would lead a fair and prudent man, using
ordinary caution, to make further inquiries,
and he avoids the inquiry, he Is chargeable
with notice of the facts which by ordinary
diligence he would have ascertained. He
has no right to shut his eyes against the
light before him. He does a wrong not to
heed the "signs and signals" seen by him.
It may be well concluded that he Is avoiding notice of that which he in reality believes or knows.
Actual notice of facts
which to the mind of a prudent man indicate notice is proof of notice.
3 Washb.
Real Prop. (3d Ed.) 335.
It must be admitted that our present views
are not fully supported by the case of Spofford V. Weston, 29 Me. 140, a decision made
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years ago. But the doctrine has growu
liberally since that day, and the correctness
of some things pronounced in that opinion is
virtually denied In subsequent cases. Porter V. Sevey, 43 Me. 519; Hull v. Noble, 40
68 Me. 334.
Me. 459; Jones v. McNarrin,
Many cases which affirm the doctrine contended for by the complainant, as well as
many opposing cases, are cited by the text
writers. Wade, Notice, §§ 10, 11, et seq., and
cases in notes; 2 Pom. Eq. Jur. § 603, and
notes. The decided preponderance of authority supports the position that the statutory
"actual notice" is a conclusion of fact capable of being established by all grades of
legitimate evidence.
As to what would be a sufficiency of facts
to excite inquiry no rule can very well establish. Each case depends upon its own facts.
There is a great Inconsistency in the case*
upon this point.
But we are satisfied that
In the case before us the defendant must be
charged with notice that his grantor held
title by what equity must declare to be an
invalid deed. He saw the grantor was out of
possession.
He could have easily ascertained,
that he never had possession.
He knew that
others had controlled the property in many
ways for many years.
He examined the
registry when he discovered the deed In
question, and there must have seen evidence
of other conveyances
Inconsistent with Its
full validity. He purchased the property for
$40, while worth, had the title been perfect,
nearer $1,000. He took a quitclaim deed;
and it Is held by some courts that such an
Instrument of conveyance does not make
him a bona fide purchaser without notice
(Baker v. Humphrey, 101 tJ. S. 404), although in our system it is a circumstance
only bearing on the question (Mansfield v.
Dyer, 131 Mass. 200). More than all else,
perhaps, the defendant made no inquiry of
the grantor whether he had any real title or
not, asking no explanations, but Insisting to
him that he had no valuable title. It Is Impossible for us to say, in the light of theseImpressive illuminating proofs, that the defendant purchased without notice.
He purchased on the basis of a merely nominal title.
We would not say that he did not believehe could legally purchase, encouraged,
as he
was, by the doctrine of the earlier cases, now
abrogated; nor do we Impute more than a
want of caution and of diligence. Men's interests spur their judgments to one-sided
conclusions oftentimes. The great dramatist
makes a character reluctant to acknowledge
the situation say, "I cannot dare to know
that which
know;"
while another, morequick-sighted, because anxious to believe, exclaims, "Seems, Madam! Nay, it Is. I knownot seems."
One rejects proof on the clearest facts; the other accepts it on the slightest. Judgment affirmed.
40

I

WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY,
TER, and HASKELL, JJ., concurred.
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KIRSCH

et al. v.

TOZIER

(38 N. B. 375, 143 N.
<3ourt

T.

of Appeals of New York.

et al.

380.)
Oct. 23, 1894.

Appeal from supreme court, general term,
fifth department
Action brought by Theodore Kirsch and
another against Orange Li. Tozier, the Buffalo Savings Bank, and others, to reinstate
a mortgage executed by defendant Lester H.'
Tozier and wife to defendant Orange L.
Tozier, in trust for plaintiffs, to set aside its
discharge, and for its foreclosure. The bank
held a subsequent mortgage.
From a judgment of the general term (18 N. Y. Supp.
334) aflELrming a judgment for plaintiffs, defendants appeal.
AflSrmed.
This action was brought to reinstate a
mortgage executed by the defendant Lester
H. Tozier and his wife to the defendant Orange L. Tozier, which was made in trust for
the plaintiffs, Michael Kirsch and Theodore
Kirsch, and for Peter Kirsch, now deceased,
minor children of John Kirsch, to set aside
a discharge of such mortgage executed by
Orange L. Tozier, and for foreclosure of the
mortgage and sale of the mortgaged premises
for the benefit of the persons named, ,as cestuis que trustent. Th6 lands in question consist of 102 acres, situate in the town of Shel•don, Wyoming county, N. Y., of which John
Kirsch died seised in the year 1872. On the
8th day of January, 1873, the defendant Orange L. Tozier was appointed general guardian of the infant children, Michael J., Theodore and Peter Kirsch. At the time of his
death John Kirsch owed debts which, with
the incumbrances upon his real estate, exceeded the value of both his personal and
real property. Orange L. Tozier and Elizabeth Kirsch, the latter the widow of the deceased,
were appointed administrators of
the estate of John Kirsch. Subsequently to
this it was agreed between them and Lester H. Tozier, a son of Orange L. Tozier, that
they should purchase the mortgages then existing on the farm, foreclose them, and procure a title to the land, and convey the same
to Elizabeth Kirsch, who should. In turn, by
mortgage thereon, secure to Lester H. Tozier
the amount paid by him, and give a mortgage upon the farm of $1,000 to these three
This arrangement was carried
children.
out, except that upon a sale of the lands,
either by direct purchase at the sale or by
deed coming immediately from the purchaser, Lester H. Tozier became the owner for
the consideration, in all, of $1,131.56. Thereupon it was further arranged between Orange L. Tozier and the widow, Elizabeth
Kirsch, that the widow should convey to the
then holder of the title, Lester H. Tozier,
all her interest in the lands to which she was
entitled as widow, and that a mortgage
should be executed by Lester H. Tozier to
Orange L. Tozier, in trust for the three children, in the sum of $1,000, one-third thereof
payable to each of the three children when
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he should arrive at age, with interest In the
Having received the deed from
meantime.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kirsch, Lester H. Tozier and
his wife executed to Orange L. Tozier, in
trust for Michael Kirsch, Peter Kirsch, and

Theodore Kirsch, "minor children of John M,
Kirsch, deceased," the mortgage in question,
dated the 15th day of October, 1875, expressing a consideration of $1,000 payable
The sum of $333.33 November
as follows:
13, 1887; the sum of $333.33 March 18, 1891,
and the sum of $333.33 October 6, 1892,— with
interest, payable annually, from the 1st day
of April, 1876.
This instrument was delivered to Orange L. Tozier, who caused the
same to be recorded in the proper clerk's
ofBce on the 23d day of October, 1875.
Tha
mortgagee and trustee paid the interest upon this mortgage
to Elizabeth Kirsch, tha
mother of the children, in pursuance of a
previous arrangement, until the spring of
1886, since which time no part of the principal or interest has been paid thereon by the
trustee for the benefit of either of the children. On the 3d day of September,
1883,
Lester H. Tozier and his wife executed and
delivered a deed of the farm to Orange L.
Tozier, at a consideration, as expressed in
the deed, of $4,000, and the record title of
such farm has since been in Orange L. Tozier. After acquiring this title, and on the
19th day of February, 1886, Orange L. Tozier executed and acknowledged a discharge
of the mortgage, and caused the same to be
recorded in the proper clerk's office on the
9th day of March, 1886.
On the 27th day of
January, 1886, before the execution of such
Orange L. Tozier applied to the
discharge,
defendant the Buffalo Savings Bank for a
loan of $2,000 upon his farm, which application was granted on the 1st day of February, 1886; and on an examination of the
titie of such farm, submitted to the officers
of the bank, tha-e was an abstract certified
by the proper clerk of Wyoming county to
the effect that Orange L. Tozier appeared
to be the owner of the farm.
On such abstract a memorandum of the mortgage sought
by this action to be reinstated described the
mortgage simply as being given for $1,000
and interest, "in trust for Michael Kirsch,
Theodore Kirsch, and Peter Kirsch, minor
children of John M. Kirsch, deceased," having written across the face of the memoran"Discharged March 9,
dum
as follows:
E. M. Jennings, Clerk."
1886.
The defendant the Buffalo Savings Bank, at the time of
taking its mortgage and advancing the
money thereon, had not, either through any
of its officers or attorneys, any knowledge or
notice of the existence of this mortgage now
sought to be reinstated in this action, except
the memorandum on the abstract of title of
its discharge, and the constructive notice
given by the record of such mortgage.
Adolph Rebadow, for appellants.
Peck, for respondents.
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O. J. (aftar stating the facts).
The ouly serious question presented on the
record arises on the claim of the Buffalo Sav-

ANDREWS,

ings Bank that It was not chargeable with
notice nor put upon inquiry to ascertain that
the defendant Tozier had no authority to disThe savcharge the mortgage in question.
ings banli, when it took its mortgage, had constructive notice of every fact which could
bave been ascertained by an inspection of the
deeds or mortgages or record in the chain of
title. An inspection of the records of the
title to the land upon which Its mortgage was
taken would have disclosed the mortgage given by Lester H. Tozier in October, 1875, and
that it was given "in trust" for the three minor children of John M. Kirsch, deceased;
that the lands covered by the mortgage were
subsequently,
in 1883, conveyed by Lester H.
Tozier to Orange L. Tozier, the mortgagee
named in the mortgage given In trust for the
minor children of John M. Kirsch; that after
such conveyance, and In March, 1886, Orange
L. Tozier, then being the owner of the lands,
and also the mortgagee "In trust" In that
mortgage, himself executed and caused to be
recorded a satisfaction of the mortgage, and
that this occurred before any part of the sum
secured by the mortgage had become due.
There can be no doubt that the satisfaction of
the mortgage was, as to the defendant Orange
L. Tozier, a breach of trust The satisfacThe question was without consideration.
tion whether Tozier held the mortgage as trustee impressed with a trust in favor of the
three children of John M. Kirsch admits of
no doubt.
The implication from the nature
of the instrument, the character of the beneficiaries, and the division of the payments into three equal parts, payable at specified, but
different, dates in the future, is that the instrument was Intended to secure to the several beneficiaries as they became of age an
equal share of the sum for which the mortgage was given.
The acceptance by Orange
L. Tozier of the mortgage containing the declaration of the trust was an acknowledgment
of the trust on his part, and boimd him to
perform it The trust was expressed in the
instrument, although not fully set out In
words, and any act thereafter done by him
in contravention of the trust was by the comStatute of
mon law and by the statute void.
The
Uses and Trusts (1 Rev. St 730, § 65).
discharge of the mortgage was not inlouded
for the benefit of the infants, but to deprive
them of the benefit of the security, and, as
we have said, was a plain breach of trust
The bank knew, or must be presumed to have
known, when it took its mortgage, because
an examination of the records would have
disclosed the facts, (1) that the mortgage was
taken by Tozier In trust for Infants; (2) that
he satisfied It before It became due; (3) that
his relation to the property had changed, so
that when he executed the satisfaction he
was himself the owner of the land, having
an adverse interest to those beneficially inter-

ested in the security; and (4) that in satisfying the mortgage he was dealing with himself. Persons dealing with a trustee must
take notice of the scope of his authority. An

act within his authority will bind the trust
estate or the beneficiaries as to third persons
acting In good faith and without notice, although the trustee intended to defraud the estate, and actually did accomplish his purpose
It has freby means of the act In question.
quently been held that a peison dealing with
administrator, or trustee, who,
a,n executor,
from the nature of his office, or by the terms
of the trust has power to satisfy or transfer
the securities of the estate, or to vary the instrument from time to time, Is not bound to go
further, and ascertain whether In fact the act
of the executor or trustee is justified, and that
It is sufBno breach of trust was intended.
cient for his protection that he acts in good
faith, and. If the act of the executor or trustee is justified by the terms of the power, the
Field
party dealing with him is protected.
But circumV. SchiefCelin, 7 Johns. Oh. 153.
stances were disclosed by the record when
the bank took its mortgage which precluded
the bank from relying upon the recorded satThere was "^
isfaction of the prior mortgage.
no indication in the mortgage that any power
was vested In the trustee, Tozier, to accept
payment of the mortgaig© before It became
due, or to vary the trust security.
There was
no such affirmative power conferred upon him
in fact, and the case of McPherson v. Rollins,
107 N. Y. 316, 14 N. B. 411, seems to be a decisive authority that there Is no implication of
such a power In case of a trustee of a specified security for the benefit of minors, and no
other evidence of his actual authority exists
than may be implied from the fact that he is
trustee of the security.
The rule declared in
that case opwated with great severity upon
one who, without any actual notice, bought
the property upon an official certificate that
no lien existed on the premises, paying full
value therefor. There the mortgage was given to secure the payment of an annuity to the
mortgagee, and also annuities to two minors
until they should become of age. The mortgagee afterwards, and before the expiration
of the minority of the two children, without
consideration, assumed to discharge the mortgage, and the satisfaction was duly recorded.
It was held that the trustee had no power to
satisfy the mortgage before the termination
of the trust, and that the pm-chaser was not
protected.
It is difficult to perceive any solid
distinction between that case and the present
In McPherson v. Rollins there was no express direction that the mortgage security
should remain unchanged during the term of
the trust
It was given to secure annuities,
presumably for maintenance.
Here the mortgage was given to secure a gross sum, for the
benefit of infants, the shares being payable,
as was to be Infared, on their severally attaining full aso.
There is a very pregnant
circumstance in the present case bearing up-
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A. purchaser is not required to use the utmost
circumspection. He is bound to act as an

ordinarily prudent and careful man would
He cannot act
do under the circumstances.
In contravention to the dictates of reasonable
prudence, or refuse to inquire when the propriety of inquiry is naturally suggested by
circumstances known to him. The circumstances of this case made it, we think, the
duty of the bank to inquire in respect to the
authority of Tozier to discharge the prior
mortgage, and, having failed to do so, It is not
entitled to protection as a bona fide purchaser.
Baker v. Bliss, 39 N. Y. 70, and cases
cited; Story, Eq. Jur. 400 et seq. The other
questions are satisfactorily disposed of in the
opinions of the referee and at general term,
and do not require furthra: ela;boration.
The
Judgment should be athrmed, wltb costs. AU
concur. Judgment affirmed.
§

fN/

iA

on the point of constructive notice. The bank
relied upon a discharge by Tozier of a lien
iield by him as trustee on his own land. The
transaction as disclosed by the record showed
that In executing the satisfaction Tozier was
dealing with himself, and that the act was in
his own Interest; and not only so, but that
the mortgage was not due. Tozier was acting in the double capacity of owner of the
land and trustee of a lien thereon for other
persons.
The transaction was unusual and
special, and the sayings bank, with knowledge of Toziar's relation to the land as owner
and trustee, was, we think,rbound to inquire
by what authority he acteo; and, If Inqtulry
had been made, the invalidity of the transaction would or might have been disclosed?
What circumstances will amount to constructive notice, or wiU put a party upon inquiry.
Is in many cases
question of much difficulty.
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KNOBIiOCH
(17 N.
Supreme

a

696,

V.

MUELER.

123 111. 554.)

Court of Illinois.

Jan.

20,

1888.

Appeal from circuit court, St Clair county;
A. Watts, Judge.
George Christian Mueler died March 27,
By his wUl, dated March 14, 1870,
1870.
his real estate was devised to his sons,
The ■will was
George and Solomon Mueler.
admitted to probate, but afterwards, at the
January term, 1871, in the circuit court of
St Clair county, this instrument was, on
bill filed for that purpose, set aside, and declared not to be the will of said deceased.
by this court
This decree was affirmed
Mueller v. Rebhan, 94 111. 142. On the 27th
day of March, 1879, Catharine Rebhau, one
of the heirs at law of said George C. Mueler,
deceased, filed in the circuit court of St.
Clair county her bill for partition of the W.
% N. W., and the N. B. N. W. %, of section
28, town 1 N., range 7 W.,— alleging the
death of said George C. Mueler intestate;
that at his death he left him surviving
Mueler, MarGeorge Mueler and Solomon
garite Rhinehardt and complainant Catharine Rebhau, his children and only heirs at
law, to whom descended in equal parts the
said lands; that on the death of said ancestor, George and Solomon had taken possession of the land jointly, and received the
rents thereof until February 29, 1875, when
George died, leaving all his property to Soloetc., since
mon by his will duly probated,
when said Solomon has received the rents
and profits of said land.
The bill alleged
that Solomon was the owner In fee of the
undivided one-half of said lands, and the
complainant and Mrs. Rhinehardt were each
the owner in fee of the undivided one-fourth
part thereof, as tenants In common, and
prayed for partition of the land, and that
Solomon be required to account for the rents
and profits, etc. At the February term, 1880,
of said court, said bill was taken as confessed as to Mrs. Rhinehardt, and Solomon
Mueler and his wife, who was also made a
party, filed their answer, admitting the material allegations of the bill, and consenting
to partition of said premises according to the
prayer thereof.
an amended
Subsequently
answer and cross-bill was filed, setting up
that said Solomon had made lasting and
valuable improvements on the land, etc. On
hearing, said defendant Solomon admitted in
open court the allegations of the bill in respect of the Interest of the parties as tenants
in common,, the death and Intestacy of the
ancestor, and consented to a decree of partition; and a decree declaring the several interests of the parties as set up in the bill
as heirs at law of said George O. Mueler,
deceased, In and to said land, was entered
by the court by consent, and commissioners were appointed to make partition accordingly. At the May term, 1880, of said court,
on proof that defendant Solomon had pur-

chased the interest of hla co-defendant Margarite Rhinehardt the decree was, on his motion, so changed as to require the commissioners theretofore appointed to set off to
the said Solomon three-fourths, and to the
complainant one-fourth, of said land. The
Issue as to rents and profits and improvements was referred to the master for proofs.
At the same term the commissioners filed
their report, setting off to the complainant
Mrs. Rebhau, as and for her one-fourth interest in said land, lot 10, as shown In their
report, containing 48 acres of the land; and
set off the residue of said tracts of land to
Exceptions to the report
the said Solomon.
were filed, which were, at the May term,
1881, overruled by the court, and the report
No writ
approved by decree duly entered.
of error was prosecuted or appeal taken from
At the February
the decree of partition.
term, 1883, of said court on hearing of the
Issues as to rents and profits, a decree was
In favor of complainant Rebhau
rendered
for $1,638.97, from which an appeal was
On the
prosecuted to the appellate court.
of
8th day of March, 1881, in consideration
$5,050, Mrs. Rebhau, and Emil, her husband,
by their warranty deed, conveyed the undivided one-fourth part of the premises of
which her father died seized, and all their
right, title, and Interest in the whole of said
land, to appellant Thomas Knobloch; rehowever, her rights to rents and
serving,
This deed was
profits theretofore accrued.
filed for record March 10, 1881. At the February term, 1882, appellant brought an action
of trespass against said Solomon for alleged
trespasses upon said 48 acres of land set off
to Mrs. Rebhau, and afterwards brought
In March
ejectment to recover the same.
or April, 1883, appellee found a paper dated
March 9, 1855, purporting to be the last will
and testament of George Christian Mueler,
deceased, in and by which the testator devised all his land to his two sons, George
and Solomon, subject to the payment of
$1,500 to Catharine Rebhau. This will was
duly admitted to probate.
On July 6, 1883,
Solomon Mueler, appellee here, filed in the
St. Clair circuit court the present bill against
appellant,
Catharine Rebhau, Emil Rebhau,
Margarlte Rhinehardt and Edward Abend,
who, prior to the probate of the last will,
had been appointed administrator of the estate of said George C. Mueler, deceased,
substantially setting up the foregoing facts,
and praying that said will (1855) stand as the
last will and testament of the said George
Christian Mueler; that the deed from Catharine and EmU Rebhau to said Knobloch be
set aside as being a cloud upon complainant's
title; that all proceedings
in partition regarding said land, and the stating of an account of rents and profits now pending In the
appellate court, and all actions commenced
by said Edward Abend as aforesaid, and by
said Knobloch, be no further prosecuted;
and that the defendants, their attorneys,
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agents,
etc., be perpetually enjoined from
taking any further steps in regard to said
action. An injunction was granted as prayed in the bUl of August 25, 1883.
Appellant
answered, setting up that he had purchased
in good faith and paid $5,050 for the interest
of Mrs. Rebhau in said land, without any
notice of any adverse claim or title, and also
setting up that complainant, Solomon, is estopped, by the decree of partition rendered
by his consent in open court, from disputing
complainant's title. At the September term,
1885, of said circuit court, a decree was entered perpetually enjoining the prosecution
of said suits, and setting aside the deed from
Mrs. Rebhau and her husband to appellant
as a cloud on complainant's tiUe. From this
decree appellant, Knobloch, alone appealed.

W. C. Kueffner and James M. Dill, for
appellant. A. R. Halbert, for appellee.

SHOPB, J., (after stating the facts as
The bUl in this case seelis to reabove.)
move, as a cloud upon the title of appellee,
Solomon Mueler, derived under the will of
1855, the deed of Catharine and Emil Reb-

hau to appellant; and restrain by injunction
the prosecution of an action of ejectment
brought by appellant to recover the land partitioned to Catharine Rebhau in the proceedings instituted by her for partition of the
lands of which her father died seized, and to
enjoin a certain trespass suit brought for alleged trespasses upon said land by appellee,
and to restrain Mrs. Rebhau from collecting
$1,638.97, decreed as rents and profits in said
partition proceeding.
Mrs. Rebhau not having appealed from the decree against her,
the latter branch of the case made by the bill
is not before us. When the instrument dated March 14, 1870, purporting to be the last
vrill and testament of George C. Mueler, who
died March 20, 1870, was set aside upon bill
filed for that purpose. It was supposed by all
the parties in interest that his estate had descended to his heirs at law as intestate estate,
were
and letters of administration
All the parties acgranted accordingly.
quiesced in this condition of affairs, and rested in the belief that the property had so
descended until the discovery, in March or
April, 1888, 13 years after the death of the
ancestor,
of the will of the 9th of March,
1855, by which the estate in question was
devised to George and Solomon Mueler. The
good faith of the parties is not questioned,
no fraud or misconduct is alleged, or laches
imputed or imputable to any one, on accoimt
of the delay in the production of this will,
or in any of the proceedings had in respect
to the real or personal estate prior to its discovery.
When Catharine Rebhau, daughter
and one of the heirs at law of said George
on the 22d day of
C. Mueler, deceased,
March, 1879, filed her bill for partition of the
real estate of which said George 0. had
died seized; and when Solomon Mueler filed
his answer, admitting the intestacy of his
H.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)— 6

SJ

to the partition to
father and consenting
Mrs. Rebhau and Mrs. Rhlnehardt, his sisters, each a one-fourth part or Interest in the
land of which their common ancestor died
seized, and consented to the decree therefor,
the several parties in good faith believed the
facts alleged in her bill to be true, and that
the land had descended to the four children
of George C. Mueler, deceased, in equal
parts in fee.
It Is also equally clear that
when appellant, Thomas Knobloch, purchased the interest of Catharine Rebhau in said
land, and paid her therefor $5,050, that he
did so in good faith, relying upon the tiUe
of said Catharine as found and declared by
the circuit court of St. Clair county In said
partition proceeding by the consent of appellee. Upon the production and probate of the
will of 1855, in April, 1883, it became manifest that the titie to said land had not In
fact so descended to the heirs at law of said
George Christian Mueler; but by virtue of
that will the legal title thereto, at the death
of the testator, vested in the devisees, George
and Solomon Mueler, and that by the last
will of said George Mueler, who died February 29, 1875, the legal title to the whole
of said land became vested in appellee, Solomon Mueler. It is apparent that all parties,
while acting in good faith, were mistaken,
and that the decree of the circuit court, finding one-fourth interest of said land in fee in
Catharine Rebhau, would not have been entered had the court or parties been aware of
the true condition of the titie to the land.
It is said by counsel for appellee that this
bill may be maintained, if upon no other
ground than as a bill in the nature of a bill
of review. This is manifestiy a misapprehension.
In neither the frame of the bill, or
in the prayer, has the pleader attempted a
review of the decree rendered in the partition
proceeding of Rebhau against Mueler et al.
The bill sets out the filing of that bill, the
decree of partition, and for rents and profits;
but it nowhere seeks to reopen that decree,
or reverse. Impeach, or alter it, or to procure a rehearing of that cause upon the alleged newly-discovered matter. The prayer
is to remove appellant's title, derived thereunder, as a cloud upon appellee's titie, and to
restrain proceedings under that decree vpithout reopening it or setting it aside. The
whole scope of the bill is to procure the relief
sought upon the equitable ground of mist.8Jrp
of fact, as to the title at the time of the
entry of that decree, without in any way interfering with it by seeking to enjoin proceedings under it. The two grounds upon
which a bill of review, or bill in the nature
of a bill of review, will lie, are: Elrrors of
law, appearing on the face of the decree,
without further examination of facts; and
new fact or facts, discovered since the decree, which are material, and which it was
impossible for the party to produce at the
time the decree passed.
2 Daniell, Ch. Prac.
1576; 2 Smith, Ch. Prac. 50.
Bills contain-
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ing newly-discovered matter are in the nature of original bills, in so far as such newmatter presents an issuable fact, and therefore admits an answer and the formation of
an issue; but only so far as it relates to the
truth and sufficiency of the alleged new matter, and its admissibility for the purpose of
affecting and opening the original decree.
Authorities supra; Bufflngton v. Harvey, 95
TJ. S. 99. The purpose of a bill of the character named is to procure a reversal, alteration, or explanation of the former decree,
ihe bill should state the former bill, the proceedings thereon, and the decree rendered by
the court, the grievance under the decree of
the party presenting the bill, and the error
of law or new matter discovered upon which
it is sought to reverse, reopen, or impeach it.
In bills of review, if the former decree has
not been carried into execution, the prayer
may simply be that the same may be reversed
and set aside; If the former decree has been
executed, that the decree be reversed, and
the complainant be restored to his former condition or status, as if it had not been renIn bills in the nature of bills of re"dered.
vlew, instead of praying the reversal of the
former decree, the prayer should be that the
cause be reheard in respect to and considering the new matter at the same time It is
reheard upon the original bill, etc. 2 Daniell,
Ch. Prac. 1581, 1582.
The decree of partition rendered at the
February term, 1880, and the subsequent decree approving the report of the commissioners rendered at the May term, 1881, of said
court, remain unreversed
and in full force
and effect.
The court had jurisdiction of the
subject-matter and of the parties, and rendered Its decree determining the several interests of the complainant Catharine Rebhau
and appellee, by the consent of appellee, as
appears by his answer filed in said cause, and
by the recitals in said decree of partition.
Decrees of courts of chancery, in respect of
matters within their jurisdiction, are as binding and conclusive upon the parties and their
privies as are judgments at law; and a decree by consent in an amicable suit has been
held to have an additional claim to be considered final. Allason v. Stark, 9 Adol. &
E. 255.
Decree so entered by consent cannot
be reversed, set aside, or impeached by bill
of review or bill in the nature of a bill of review, except for fraud, unless it be shown
that the consent was not in fact given, or
something was Inserted, as by consent, that
was not consented to. 2 Daniell, Ch. Prac.
1576; Webb v. Webb, 3 Swanst. 658; Thompson V. Maxwell, 95 U. S. 391; Armstrong y.\
Cooper, 11 111. 540; Cronlj v. Trumble, 66 111.
432; Haas v. Society, 80 111. 248; Atkinson
V. Manks, 1 Cow. 693; Winchester v. Winchester, 121 Mass. 127; Allason v. Stark,
9 Adol. & B. 255; Earl of Hopetoun v. Ramsay, 5 Bell, App. Cas. 69.
See, also, note to
Duchess of Kington's Case, 2 Smith, Lead.
Cas. '826 et seq. It Is the general doctrine

that such a decree is not reversible upon appeal or writ of error, or by bill of review for
Armstrong v. Cooper, 11 111. 540. No
error.
exceptions were taken to the decree of partition, or attempt made in the cause in which
it is rendered to vacate or modify it. It is
undoubtedly true that, as between the parties
and those chargeable with notice, courts of
equity will entertain jurisdiction and grant
relief, on proper bill filed, from the injurious
effects of admissions and confessions of material facts, made in course of judicial proceedings, in ignorance of the rights of the
party making them, where he has been guilty
of no negligence, either in the discovery of
the fact, or in applying to the proper forum
for relief; but such relief can only be granted
upon such grounds and for such reasons as
would authorize the court to set aside agreements or contracts entered into by the parAttorney General v. Tomline, 7 Ch.
ties.
Div. 388; Millspaugh v. McBride, 7 Paige,
509; Purnival v. Bogle, 4 Russ. 142; The
Hiram, 1 Wheat. 440. But it is apparent
that the decree in the partition proceedings
can only be attacked, reversed, annulled, or
in that case,
set aside by direct proceedings
or upon bill of review, or bill in the nature of
a bill of review.
If this were not so, however, there is another ground upon which the decree must be
It is the well-settled doctrine of
reversed.
this court that no relief will be granted In
equity, in cases of this sort, injuriously affecting intervening rights acquired in good
faith, after the rendition of a Judgment or
So it has
decree, and in reliance thereon.
may be made in
'been held that amendments
judicial proceedings, but not so as to affect
I the intervening rights of third persons accruShirley v.
/ ing prior to such amendment.
Phillips, 17 111. 473; Coughran v. Gutcheus,
18 111. 390; Sickmon v. Wood, 69 111. 329;
1 Story, Eq. Jur. 165.
Relief will not be
granted to the prejudice of appellant, if he
has an equal equity with appellee, and is
equally entitled to the protection of the court.
1 Story, Eq. Jur, 165.
As already seen, all
the parties to the partition proceedings supposed in good faith that Mrs. Rebhau was
the owner in fee of the undivided one-fourth
of the lands of which her father died seized,
and that on the 8th day of March, 1881, appellant purchased her interest in such lands
for a full and adequate consideration,
without notice, actual or constructive, of any defect in her titie, and in good faith. All the
elements to constitute him a bona fide pur^
chaser are present;
that is, a valuable consideration paid, absence of notice, and presence of good faith.
2 Pom. Eq. Jur. § 745.
His grantor had, by a court of competent
jurisdiction, in a proceeding Instituted to
find and declare her interests in these lands,
been adjudged, by the consent and admission
of appellee, to be the owner in fee of the undivided one-foiu:th part thereof, and there
was nothing in the record or elsewhere ap-
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the party found and declared by that decree
to be the owner, and we can perceive no
principle upon which
court of conscience
can hold that appellant shall lose in consequence of the mutual mistake, rather than
appellee.
It cannot be said that the equities of appellee are superior to those of appellant in respect of the title thus acquired,
and, the equities being equal, the court will
Pom.
give no assistance to the legal title,
Eq. Jur.
742, and cases cited,) but will remit the complainant to his remedy at law.
said, however, that, at the time apIt
pellant purchased,
the report of the commissioners had not been confirmed by the
court, and that he purchased subject to having ttie interest of his grantor, as found by
set aside.
It is true that
the commissioners,
exceptions to the report of the commissioners
were then pending, but none of the exceptions questioned the right or title of Catharine Eebhau to the undivided one-fourth part
of the real estate of which her father died
Such exception related simply to the
seized.
manner of partition, and the conduct of the
in making the same. There
commissioners
was nothing therein to put appellant upon
notice or inquiry as to the title of Mrs. Rebhau. He bought subject, as a matter of
course, to having the amount set off to Mrs.
Rebhau changed or diminished by subsequent action of the commissioners, or to have
their report set aside by the court; but his
purchase was of her interest in the land,
which was conceded by appellant and declared by the court to be a one-fourth interis

§

(2

^

est therein.
It Is also said by counsel for appellee that
appellant may rely upon the covenants of
warranty in his deed from the Rebhaus, and
It
therefore the equities are with appellee.
is not shown whether Mrs. Rebhau, and her
husband, who joined in the execution of said
deed, are solvent or insolvent, and we perceive no principle, nor is any suggested by
counsel,
upon
which appellant should be
driven to resort to his legal remedy against
his grantor for indemnity from loss, especial-

a

it

is not shown
ly in view of the fact that
that such remedy would be availing. It will
not be proper for us to here discuss or determine the right of appellee to the money paid
by appellant for the land in question, or as
to whether he has any remedy In respect of
the same.
We are of opinion that the defense of
bona fide purchaser has been maintained,
and, upon both of the grounds indicated, the
right of appellee to the relief sought should
as against appellant,
have been denied,
Knobloch, and the bill dismissed as to him.
For the error of the court in this regard,
the decree, in so far as
affects the appellant, Knobloch, will be reversed, and the
cause remanded to the circuit court of St.
Clair county, with instructions to enter decree in conformity with this opinion, dismissing the bill as to said appellant
a

it

a

a

it

it

§

(2

a

4

a

§

a

a

it

parent to disclose that she, who was thus
clothed with apparent legal title, was not the
owner in fact of that interest in the land.
Nor is
shown or claimed that further inquiry would then have disclosed anything to
cast suspicion upon her title. The defense
of
bona fide purchaser had its rise in equity, upon the doctrine that a court of equity acts upon the conscience of him against
whom relief is sought; and if he has done no
wrong, or it would be unconscientious or inequitable to grant the relief, the court will
If, in
refuse to exercise its jurisdiction.
equity and good conscience, the complainant
should not obtain what he seeks, or the defendant ought not to suffer what is demanded, then the court will withhold its power.
In theory, it is said, the defense of
bona
some defect in
fide purchaser presupposes
purchaser's title; but the court refuses to
investigate the validity of the title of either
party, upon the ground that good conscience
does not dictate that he who* has dealt honestly, in good faith, and without notice,
should be deprived of the legal right he has
There was forthereby gained.
Id.
739.
merly much apparent conflict In the adjudgbona fide
ed cases as to when the defense of
In Phillips v.
purchaser would be availing.
Phillips,
De Gex, P. & J. 208, Lord Westbona fide
bury grouped the cases in which
purchaser will be protected into three general
classes, and reduced the doctrine to a forEq.
mula, which it is said by Pomeroy
Jut. 742) has been accepted, by subsequent
The docjudges almost without exception.
trine thus formulated, so far as applicable
here, is: "Thirdly, when there are circumstances which give rise to an equity, as distinguished from an equitable estate,— as, for
example, an equity to set aside a deed for
for mistake,— and the
fraud, or to correct
purchaser under the instrument maintains
the plea of purchase for valuable consideration without notice, the coifft will not interfere."
is apparent
Without extended discussion,
that the bUl here filed seeks relief ancillary
The purpose
to the legal estate of appellee.
of the bill is to remove the deed to appellant
as
cloud upon appellee's legal title, and to
enjoin the assertion of rights by appellant
thereunder. The right to the relief sought
exists, if at all, upon the equity arising out
of the alleged mistake as to the title to said
This brings
land in the grantor of appellant
the case directly within the rule above given, which is sustained by the weight of modern authority; and, if appellant has made out
his defense as bona fide purchaser, he should
have prevailed in the court below. The decree of partition, as seen, was rendered by
court of competent jurisdiction, having jurisdiction of the person and of the subject-matAppellant
consent.
ter, and by appellee's
without notice, for full value, and In perfect
good faith, acquired the title, sought to be
cloud upon appellee's title, from
removed as
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MAYOR, ETC., OF CITY OF BALTIMORE
et al. Y. WHITTINGTON.
(27

Atl.

984,

78 Md. 231.)

Court of Appeals of Maryland.

Nov.

16,

1893.

court of Baltimore

Appeal from circuit
city.
Suit by Jacob Craft Whittlngton against
the mayor and city council of Baltimore and
Clarence M. Ellinger for injunction. Prom a
decree for complainant, defendants appeal.
Affirmed.
Argued before ROBINSON, O. J., and
BRISCOE, BRYAN, FOWLER, and Mo-

SHERRY,

JJ.

G. Hayes, Jas. P. Gorter, Wm. 8.
Bryan, Jr., and F. W. Story, for appellants.
F. O. Slingluff and T. WaUis Blakiston, for
TboB.

appellee.

McSHERRY, J. By section 47, art. 49, of
the Municipal Code of Baltimore City, it is
enacted, in substance,
that when any lots
of ground are chargeable with the payment
of taxes, and are subject to ground rents
or leases for terms of years, renewable forever, the collector shall, in the sale of such
lots for nonpayment of taxes, first sell only
the leasehold interest, if it should sell for
an amount sufficient to pay the taxes, but,
if it should not, then that he shall sell the
whole fee-simple estate, provided these provisions "shall not apply to cases where the
books of the city do not disclose the fact
that the lot or lots are on lease as aforesaid,
or unless the collector shall have actual notice of such lease prior to the sale thereof."
The dty tax collector of Baltimore sold in

Y

March, 1891, for the nonpayment of state
and city taxes, the fee-simple estate in a
lot of ground on Druid Hill avenue, and the
mayor and city council became the purThe sale was reported to the circuit
chaser.
court of Baltimore city, and was ratified in
May. 1892. In October following, the city,
through and by its comptroller, sold the lot
to Clarence M. Ellinger, to whom it was
thereafter conveyed. When the sale was
made by the collector, the lot was subject
to a lease for 99 years, renewable forever,
which was owned by J. Hem-y Weber, and
the reversion or fee was owned by the apThe unpaid taxes were
pellee, Whittington,
due by the owner of the leasehold estate, but
the collector sold the whole fee, without having first offered, or having attempted to sell,
the leasehold, as required by the section of
the City Code to which reference has been
made. There was no entry on the books of
the collector showing that the lot was subject to a lease, and the single question involved in the case is whether, when the collector made the sale, he had "actual notice"
of the existence of the lease. If he had, the
sale was irregular. If it was irregular, the
decree of the circuit court of Baltimore city,
restraining by injunction the mayor and cily

council, and its grantee, Ellinger, from disturbing the possession of the owner of the
reversion, must be affirmed.
It appears by the record that in 1883 proceedings were instituted In the circuit court
of Baltimore city by Rebecca and Maiy McKoen against J. Henry Weber for a sale of
this same leasehold estate imder a mortgage
by Weber in 1881. Mr.
executed
thereon
T. WaUis Blackiston was appointed trustee
to make the sale. He took possession of the
property, and collected the rents and profits,
but, owing to a depreciation in its value,
made no sale of it. In the meantime the
ground rent was regularly paid to the appellee, up to July, 1892, but the state and
city taxes for the eight years beginning with
On the 1st day of
1882 remained unpaid.
December, 1890, Lewis N. Hopkins, city c(Alector, filed a petition in the foreclosure prorepresenting that taxes for the
ceedings
years just mentioned were In arrear upon
the property "decreed to be sold." The petition further stated that the collector was unar
ble to enforce the collection of those taxes
by reason of the pendency of the foreclosure
and it prayed that the trustee
proceedings,
might be required to pay the taxes out of
the rents theretofore collected from the property, or that the collector might "be allowed
to proceed to collect said taxes by sale of
the property in the ordinary way." This petition was signed by the late Mr. W. A. Hammond, "city solicitor, attorney for petitioner,"
and was sworn to by the deputy city colan order was passed,
Subsequently,
lector.
requiring the trustee to pay the taxes within
five days out of the fimds previously collected
by him "as rents from the property decreed
to be sold," and directing, upon his failure to
do so, that the property be sold in the ordinary way by the collector.
The trustee did
fail to pay the taxes, and the collector made,
under authority of this order, the sale of
March, 1891, already mentioned.
It is upon
these facts that the appellee relies to sho-n
that the collector had "actual notice" of the
existence of the leasehold estate.
Notice is of two kinds,— actual and constructive. Actual notice may be either express or implied.
If the one, it is established by direct evidence; If the other, by
the proof of circumstances from which it is
inferable as a fact Consitructive notice is,
on the other hand, always a presumption of
Express notice embraces,
law.
not only
knowledge, but also that which is communicated by direct information, either writtei*
or oral, from those who are cognizant of the
fact communicated.
Wade, Notice, i 6. Implied notice, which Is equally actual notice,
arises where the party to be charged is
shown to have had knowledge of such facts
and circumstances as would lead him, by the
exercise of due diligence, to a knowledge of
the principal fact 16 Amer. & Eng. Enc.
Law, 790. Or, as defined by the supremfe
court of Missouri in Rhodes t. Outcalt, 48
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Mo. 370, "a notice Is regarded In law as actual when the party sought to be affected
by it knows of the particular fact, or Is conscious of having the means of knowing it,
although he may not employ the means in
his possession for the purpose of gaining further information."
It is simply circumstantial evidence from which notice may be la
ferred. It differs from constructive notice>
with which it is frequently confounded, and
which it greatly resembles, in respect to the
character of tie inference upon which it
rests; constructive notice being the creature
of positive law, resting upon strictly legal
presumptions, which are not allowed to be
controverted, (1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 399; Townsend V. Little, 109 U. S. 504, 3 Sup. Ct. 357,1
while implied notice arises from inference of
fact, (Williamson v. Brown, 15 N. Y. 354;
Wade, Notice, § 3.) With constructive notice we are not now concerned, and it is not
pretended that the city collector had express
notice, or knowledge personally, of the existence of the leasehold
estate.
But he became a party to the equity proceeding, wherein a decree had been passed directing a sale
of the leasehold interest
He did more. He
asked, notwithstanding the decree bad been
long before signed and enrolled, that be be
permitted to sell for the nonpayment of
taxes, tmder the summary process of distraint, the identical property previously docreed to be sold, and no other or different
Interest; and the property which had been
thus previously decreed to be sold was not
J~, the fee simple, but only the leasehold interest
in the lot In question.
He obviously knew
there was a proceeding pending in the circuit court of Baltimore city, having for its
object the sale of some interest in the property.
He knew, further, the equity proceeding interfered with the execution of his distraints, and he applied to the court for leave
to proceed, in spite of the decree, to sell the
same prcq)erty which had been decreed to
be sold.
We say he knew these things, and
we say so, not because the record shows that
he was personally aware of them, as matters of actual knowledge, but because the
deputy dty collector and the collector's attorney, botii of whom were his agents in this
transaction, did have such knowledge; the
one having sworn to the facts stated in the
petition, and the other having signed the peSo both the attorney and the
tition itself.
deputy collector knew, or at least were in
possession of facts which would necessarily
y
N lead, upon the exercise of the slightest diligence, to a knowledge or notice, of the exist/
They must therefore be
ence of the lease.
regarded as knowing that which, with ordi-
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nary diligence, they might have known, or
that which they were conscious of having the
This result is not a
means of knowing.
legal presumption, but an inference of fact,
and it seems to us an irresistible inference.
It
would be idle to say that the collector was
Ignorant of facts relating to the title to property which he was about to sell for the nonpayment of taxes, when his deputy, acting
for him and in his name, was in full possession of them, or that he did not know the
things which his attorney was aware of in
that particular proceeding respecting the
state of the title; and it would be equally idle
to say that the deputy, when he swore to the
petition, and the attorney, when he signed it,
filed It, and procured a court's order upon It,
were not-apprised of the character of the estate previously decreed to be sold, or were
not in a iwsition where they were conscious
of having the means of knowing precisely
what property the decree affected.
At all
events,
the exercise of ordinary diligence
would most assuredly have informed both of
these agents of the collector of every fact
which the records in the equity case disclosed, and among those facts was the material and important one that the lot was subject to a lease for 99 years, renewable forever.
It is consequently a legitimate inference of fact that both of these representatives of the collector knew what the record in
the foreclosure case disclosed as to there being a leasehold estate In Weber, and not a
fee, and this was implied actual notice.
Notice to the attorney, as well as notice to the
depvity, was notice to the collector, and was
actual, and not merely constructive, notice
to him, for the principal Is bound by and
affected with notice to his agent, and he Is
equally bound by notice received by his attorney in the same transaction.
Astor v. WeUs,
4 Wheat 466; Reed's Appeal, 34 Pa. St 209;
Houseman t. Association, 81 Pa. St 256;
Smith T. Ayer, 101 U. S. 320.
If this were
not so, then, in every case where notice is
necessary, it might be avoided by simply employing an agent.
We are, for the reasons
we have given, of opinion that the collector
had, through the means we have indicated,
such actual notice of the existence of the
lease as to bring him within the proviso
quoted from the City Code, and that he was
therefore not authorized to sell the fee-simple
estate until he had first offered the leasehold for sale. It results, then, that the sale
made by him was Irregular, and the decree
granting the injimction applied for by the appellee must be affirmed.
Decree affirmed,
with costs In this court and In the court below.
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WILLIAMSON

V.

BROWN.

Court of Appeals

of New York.

1857.

The plaintiff was the grantee of fifty acres
of land on which there was no recorded incumbrance.
His grantor purchased the land
of the defendant, giving ba^ck a mortgage for
a part of the purchase price.
The defendant commenced to foreclose his
whereupon this
mortgage by advertisement,
action was brought to restrain the foreclosure.
The other material facts appear in the
opinion.

D. H. Marsh, for appellant.

rence,

for

recording acts was that of 7 Anne, chapter
That act differed from our general registry act in one important respect. It did not,
in terms, require that the party to be protected by the act should be a bona fide purchaser.
Its language was: "And that
every such deed or conveyance, that shall at
any time after, etc., be made and executed,
shall be adjudged fraudulent and void,
against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee for valuable consideration, unless,"
20.

(15 N. T. 354.)

J.

R. Law-

respondent.

SBLDEN, J. The referee's report is conclusive as to the facts. It states, in substance, that the plaintiff had sufficient
information to put him upon inquiry as to the
defendant's mortgage;
but that, after making all the inquiry which upon such information it became his duty to make, he failed to
discover that any such mortgage existed.
This being, as I think, what the referee intended to state, is to be assumed as the true
interpretation of his report.
The question in the case, therefore, is, as
to the nature and effect of that kind of notice so frequently mentioned as notice suffiinquiry.
cient to put a party upon
The
counsel for the plaintiff contends that while
such a notice may be all that is required in
some cases of equitable cognizance, It is not
sufficient, in cases arising under the registry
acts, to charge the party claiming under a
recorded title with knowledge of a prior unregistered conveyance.
He cites several authorities in support of' this position.
In the case of Dey v. Dunham, 2 Johns.
Ch. 182, Chancellor Kent says, in regard to
notice under the registry act: "If notice
that is to put a party upon inquiry be sufficient to break in upon the policy and the
express provisions of the act, then indeed the
conclusion would be different; but I do not
apprehend that the decisions go that length."
Again, In his Commentaries, speaking on the
"Implied notice may
same subject, he says:
be equally effectual with direct and positive
notice;
but then it must not be that notice
which is barely sufficient to put a party upon inquiry."
So in -Jackson v. Van Valkenburgh, 8 Cow.
280,
Woodworth, J., says:
"H these rules
be applied to the present case, the notice
was defective.
It may have answered to
put a person on Inquiry, in a case where that
species of notice is sufficient; but we have
seen that to supply the place of registry, the
law proceeds a step further."
A reference to some of the earlier decisions
under the registry acts of England will tend,
I think, to explain these remarks, which were
probably suggested by those decisions.
One
of the earliest, if not the first of the English

etc.

The English judges found some difficulty
at first in allowing any equity, however
strong, to control the explicit terms of the
statute.
It was soon seen, however, that adhering to the strict letter of the act would
open the door to the grossest frauds. Courts
of equity, therefore, began, but with great
caution, to give relief when the fraud wag
palpable.
Hlne v. Dodd, 2 Atk. 275, was a
case in which the complainant sought relief
against a mortgage having a preference under the registry act, on the grovmd that the
mortgagee
had notice.
Lord Hardwicke
dismissed
the bill, but admitted that "apparent fraud, or clear and undoubted notice
would be a proper ground of relief." Again,
he said: "There may possibly have been
cases of relief upon notice, divested of fraud,
but then the proof must be extremely clear."
Jolland V. Stainbrldge, 3 Ves. 478, is another case in which relief was denied; The
master
of the rolls, however, there says:
"I must admit now that the registry is not
conclusive evidence, but it is equally clear
that it must be satisfactorily proved, that
the person who registers the subsequent deed
must have known exactly the situation of
the persons having the prior deed, and knowing that, registered in order to defraud them
of that title."
Chancellor Kent refers to these cases tn
Dey V. Dunham (supra) and his remarks in
that case, as to the effect, under the registry
acts, of notice sufficient to put a party upon
Inquiry, were evidently made under the influence of the language of Lord Hardwicke
and the master of the rolls, above quoted.
But the English courts have since seen,
that If they recognized any equity founded
upon notice to the subsequent purchaser of
the prior unregistered conveyance,
it became necessarily a mere question of good
faith on the part of such purchaser. They
now apply, therefore, the same rules in regard to notice, to cases arising under the
registry acts, as to all other cases.
It will be sufficient to refer to one only
among the modem English cases on this subject, viz.: Whitbread v. Jordan, 1 Younge
& C. 303. The plaintiff was a London brewer, and supplied Jordan, who was a publican,
with beer. It was the common practice with
brewers In London to lend money to publicans whom they supplied with beer, upon a
deposit of their title deeds. Jordan had- deposited certain deeds with the plaintiff, pur-
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euant to this custom.
He afterward gave to
one Boulnois, a wine merchant, a mortgage
upon the property covered by the deeds deBoulnois
posited, which was duly recorded.
had notice of Jordan's debt to the plaintiff,
and of the existing customs between brewers
and publicans, but he made no inquiry of the
brewers. The suit was brought to enforce
the equitable mortgage arising from the deposit.
Baron Alderson held that the notice
to Boulnois was sufficient to make it his duty
to inquire as to the existence of the deposit;
that his not doing so was evidence of bad
faith; and the plaintifC's right, under his
equitable mortgage, was sustained. No case
could show more strongly that notice which
puts the party upon inquiry is sufficient even
under the registry act.
The cases in our own courts, since Dey v.
Dunham and Jackson v. Van Valkenburgh
(supra), hold substantially the same doctrine.
<Tuttle v. Jackson, 6 Wend. 213; Jackson v.
Post, 15 Wend. 588; Grimst(3ne v. Carter, 3
Paige, 421.)
can see no foundation in reason for a distinction between the evidence requisite to establish a want of good faith, in a case arising under the recording act, and in any other
case, and the authorities here referred to are
sufficient to show that no such distinction is
recognized, at the present day, by the courts.
The question, however, remains, whether this
species of notice Is absolutely conclusive upon the rights of the parties. The plaintifC's
counsel contends, that knowledge sufficient
to put the purchaser upon inquiry is only
presumptive evidence of actual notice, and
may be repelled by showing that the party
■did inquire
with reasonable diligence, but
failed to ascertain the existence of the unregistered conveyance; while, on the other
hand. It is insisted that notice which makes
It the duty of the party to inquire, amounts
to constructive notice of the prior conveyance,
the law presuming that due inquiry will necessarily lead to its discovery.
The coimsel for the defendant cites several
authorities in support of his position, and
-among others the cases of Tuttle v. Jackson
In the
and Grimstone v. Carter (supra).
first of these cases, Walworth, chancellor,
says: "If the subsequent purchaser knows
at the time
■of the unregistered conveyance
of his purchase, he cannot protect himself
against that conveyance; and whatever is
sufficient to make it his duty to inquire as
legal
to the rights of others is considered
notice to him of those rights;" and in Grimstone V. Carter, the same Judge says; "And
if the person claiming the prior equity is in
the actual possession of the estate, and the
purchaser has notice of that fact, it is sufficient to put him on inquiry as to the actual
rights of such possessor, and is good constructive notice of those rights."
It must be conceded that the language
•used by the learned chancellor in these cases,
if strictly accurate, would go to sustain the

I
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doctrine contended for by the defendant's
counsel.
Notice is of two kinds: actual and
constructive. Actual notice embraces all degrees and grades of evidence, from the most
direct and positive proof to the slightest ciiv
cumstance from which a jury would be warranted in inferring notice. It is a mere
question of fact, and is open to every species of legitimate evidence which may tend
Conto strengthen or impair the conclusion.
structive notice, on the other hand, is a legal
facts; and like
Inference from established
other legal presumptions, does not admit of
dispute. "Constructive notice," says Judge
Story, "is in its nature no more than evidence of notice, the presumption of which is
so violent that the court will not even allow
of its being controverted." (Story, Eq. Jur.
§399.)
A recorded deed is an instance of constructive notice. It is of no consequence whether
the second purchaser has actual notice of
the prior deed or not.
He is bound to take,
and is presumed to have, the requisite notice. So, too, notice to an agent Is constructive notice to the principal; and it would not
in the least avail the latter to show that the
agent had neglected to communicate the fact
In such cases, the law imputes notice to the
party whether he has it or not. Legal or implied notice, therefore, is the same as constructive notice, and cannot be controverted
by proof.
But it will be found, on looking into the
cases, that there is much want of precision
They have been
in the use of these terms.
not unfrequently applied to degrees of evidence barely sufficient to warrant a jury in
Inferring actual notice and which the slightest opposing proof would repel, instead of beof
ing confined to those legal presumptions
The
notice which no proof can overthrow.
use of these terms by the chancellor, therefore, in Tuttle V. Jackson, and Grimstone v.
Carter, is by no means conclusive.
The phraseology uniformly used, as descriptive of the kind of notice in question,
"sufficient to put the party upon inquiry,"
would seem to imply that if the party is
faithful in making inquiries, but fails to
discover the conveyance, he will be protect-.,
ed. The import of the terms is, that it beIf,
comes the duty of the party to inquire.
then, he performs that duty is he still to be
bound, without any actual notice? The presumption of notice which arises from proof
of that degree of knowledge which will put
a party upon Inquiry is, I apprehend, not a
presumption of law, but of fact, and may,
therefore, be controverted by evidence.
In Whitbread v. Jordan (supra),- Baron
Alderson laid down the rule as follows:
"When a party having knowledge of such
facts' as would lead any honest man, using
ordinary caution, to make further inquiries,
does not make, but oii the contrary studiously avoids making, such obvious inquiries, he
must be taken to have notice of those facts.
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which, If he had used such ordinary diligence,
would readily have ascertained." This
very plainly implies that proof that the party
has used due diligence, but without effect,
In this case it
would repel the presumption.
is true the decision was against the party
having the notice.
But in Jones v. Smith,
1 Hare, 43, we have a ease in which a party,
who had knowledge sufficient to put him on
inquiry, was nevertheless held not bound by
he

the notice.

The defendant had loaned money upon the
security of the estate of David Jones, the
father of the plaintifE.
At the time of the
loan he was informed by David Jones and
his wife, that a settlement was made previous to the marriage, but was at the same
time assured that it only affected the property of the wife. He insisted upon seeing
the settlement, but was told that it was in
the hands of a relative, and that it could not
be seen without giving offense to an aged
aunt of the wife, from whom they had exDavid Jones, however,
after
pectations.
promised that he
some further conversation,
would try to procure it for exhibition to the
defendant. This promise he failed to perform. It turned out that the settlement included the lands upon which the money was
knowledge
loaned.
Here was certainly
enough to put the party upon inquiry; for he
was apprised of the existence of the very
document which was the foundation of the
complainant's claim.
He did inquire, however, and made every reasonable effort to see
the settlement itself, but was baffled by the
The
plausible pretenses
of David Smith.
vice-chancellor held the notice insufficient.
He said: "The affairs of mankind cannot be
carried on with ordinary security, if a do(>trine like that of constructive notice is to be
refined upon until it is extended to cases like

This doctrine Is confirmed by the language
of Judge Story in Flagg v. Mann, 2 Sumn.
554, Fed. Gas. No. 4,847.
He says: "I admit
that the rule in equity seems to be, that
where a tenant or other person is In possession of the estate at the time of the puiv
chase, the purchaser is put upon inquiry as
to the title; and if he does not inquure, he
is bound in the same manner as if he had
inquired and had positive notice of the title
of the party in possession."
It Is still further confirmed by the case of
Rogers v. Jones, 8 N. H. 264. The language
of Parker, J., in that case is very emphatic.
He says: "To say that he (the purchaser)
was put upon inquiry, and that having made
all due investigation without obtaining any
knowledge of title, he was still chargeable
with notice of a deed, if one did really exist
would be absurd."
J£ these authorities are to be relied upon,
and I see no reason to doubt their correctness, the true doctrine on this subject Is,
that where a purchaser has knowledge of any
fact sufficient to put him on inquiry as to
the existence of some right or title in conflict with that he is about to purchase, he is
presumed either to have made the inquh^
and ascertained the extent of such prior
right, or to have been guilty of a degree of
negligence
equall.v fatal to his claim to be
considered
as a bona fide purchaser. This
presumption, however. Is a mere inference of
fact, and may be repelled by proof that the
purchaser failed to discover the prior right,
notwithstanding the exercise of proper diligence on his part.
The judgment should be reversed, and
there should be a new trial, with costs to
abide the event.

PAIGE, J. The question to be decided Is,
whether, under the finding of the referee,
Possession by a third person, under some
the plaintiff is to be deemed to have had at
previous title, has frequently but inaccu- /the time of his purchase legal notice of the
rately been said to amount to constructive jfprior unrecorded mortgage of the defendant
notice to a purchaser, of the nature and ex- J f The referee finds that the plaintiff had suffitent of such prior right. Such a possession
cient information or belief of the existence
puts the purchaser upon inquiry, and makes j of such mortgage to put him upon inquiry,
it his duty to pursue his inquiries with dili-| but that upon pursuing such inquiry to the
gence, but is not absolutely conclusive upon i extent of such information and belief, he did
him.
In Hanbury v. Litchfield, 2 Mylne &1 not find that such mortgage existed or had
K. 629, when the question arose, the master ', been given. It seems to me that the two
of the rolls said: "It is true that when a ten- i\findings are Inconsistent vnth each other.
ant is in possession of the premises, a pur- 'T.f the plaintiff, on pursuing an Inquiry to y
chaser has implied notice of the nature of his
the full extent of his information and belief/
title; but, if, at the time of his purchase,
as to the existence of the defendant's mortthe tenant in possession is not the original
gage, was unable to find that It either then
lessee, but merely holds under a derivative
existed or had been given, the highest evilease, and has no knowledge of the covdence Is furnished that the Information reenants' contained in the original lease, it has
ceived or belief entertained by the plaintiff
never been considered that it was want of
was not sufficient to put him on inquiry as
due diligence in the purchaser,
which is to
to the existence of such mortgage.
The last
fix him with implied notice, if he does not part of this finding effectually disproves the
pursue his inquiries through every derivative
fact previously found of the sufficiency of
lessee until he arrives at the person entitled
notice to put the plaintiff on Inquiry. The
to the original lease, which can alone convey
two facts are utterly Inconsistent with each
to him information of the covenants."
other, and cannot possibly co-exist.
the present."

PRIORITIES AND NOTICE.
The remarks of Parker, J., In Rogers v.
Jones, 8 N. H. 264, 269, are directiy apposite
to the facts found by the referee.
Judge
Parker says: "To say that he (demandant)
was put upon Inquiry, and that having made
all due investigation without obtaining any
knowledge of title, he was still chargeable
with notice of a deed, if one did really eicist,
would be absurd." The sound sense of these
observations is clearly shown by the principle of the rule that information sufficient to
put a party upon inquiry is equivalent to evidence of actual notice or to direct and positive notice.
That principle is that such information will, if followed by an inquiry prosecuted with due diligence, lead to a knowledge ot the fact with notice of which the
party is sought to be charged.
Hence, in all
cases where the question of implied notice
of a prior unrecorded mortgage or conveyance arises as a question of fact to be determined, the court must decide whether the information possessed by the party would, If
it had been followed up by proper examination, have led to a discovery of such mortIf the determination is
gage or conveyance.
that such an examination would have resulted in a discovery of the mortgage or conveyance, the conclusion of law necessarily results that the information possessed by the
party amounted to implied notice of such instrument. But if the determination is the
converse of the one stated, the information of
the party cannot be held to be an implied
These propnotice of the deed or mortgage.
ositions will be found to be fully sustained
(Kennedy v. Green, 3 Myhie
by authority.
& K. 699; 2 Sugd. Vend. 552 [Am. Ed. 1851]
marg. p. 1052; 4 Kent, Comm. 172; Insurance Co. V. Halsey, 4 Sandf. 577, 578; Id., 8
N. T. 274, 275; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. §§ 398-400,
400a;
Jackson v. Burgott, 10 Johns. 461;
Dunham v. Dey, 15 Johns. 568, 569, in error;
Jackson v. Given, 8 Johns. 137; Jolland v.
Stainbridge, 3 Ves. 478; Pendleton v. Fay,
2 Paige, 205.)
Where the information is sufficient to lead a party to a knowledge of a
a neglect to
prior unrecorded conveyance,
make the necessary inquiry to acquir« such
knowledge will not excuse him, but he will be
chargeable with a linowledge of its existence;
the rule being that a party in possession of
certain information will be chargeable with
a knowledge of all facts which an inquiry.
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by such Information, prosecuted
suggested
with due diligence, would have disclosed to
him. (4 Sandf. 578; 3 Myhie & K. 699.) In
this case the fact being found by the referee
that the plaintiff, after pursuing an inquiry
to the extent of his information, failed to discover the existence of the defendant's mortgage, it seems to me that neitlier law nor
justice will justify us in holding the plaintiff
chargeable with implied notice of such mortgage.
The doctrine of notice and its operation in favor of a prior unrecorded deed or
mortgage rests upon a question of fraud, and
on the evidence necessary to infer it. (4
Kent, Comm. 172.) Actual notice affects the
conscience, and convicts the junior purchaser
of a fraudulent intent to defeat the prior conveyance.
His knowledge of facts and circumstances
at the time of the second purchase sufficient to enable him, on due inquiry,
to discover the existence of the prior conveyance, is evidence from which a fraudulent intent may be inferred. (15 Johns. 5^; 2
Johns. Ch. 190; Jackson v. Burgott, 10 Johns.
462.) Now, if it is ascertained and found as
a fact, that the facts and circumstances
within the knowledge of the second purchaser, at the time of his purchase, were Insufficient to lead him, on a diligent examination,
to a discovery of the prior conveyance,
how
upon this finding can a fraudulent intent be
inferred, and if not, how can he be charged
with notice which implies a fraudulent in-

tent? It is not in the nature of things, that
a knowledge of the same facts and circumstances shall, at one and the same time, be
I
held evidence of both innocence and guilt.
think the rule well established, that an inference of a fraudulent intent on the part
of a junior purchaser or mortgagee must,
in the absence of actual notice, be founded on
clear and strong circumstances, and that
such inference must be necessary and unquestionable. (McMechan v. Grifflng, 3 Pick. 149,
154, 155; Hine v. Dodd, 2 Atk. 275; Jackson V. Given, 8 Johns. 137; 2 Mass. 500;
2 Johns. Ch. 189; 15 Johns. 569; 8 Oow. 264,
266.)

For the

above reasons, both the judgment
on the report of the referee and the
Judgment of the general term affirming the
same, should be reversed, and a new trial
should be granted.
Judgment reversed.
rendered

,
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(21

et al.
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352,

v.

BURNETT.

128 111. 37.)

Supreme Court of Illinois.

April

5, 1889.

Error to circuit court, Randolph county;
George "W. Wall, Judge.
Charles W. Thomas, pro se, James A.
Watts, for defendant in error.

cate of purchase, which is the certificate now
sought to be set aside.
Section 31 of the conveyance act declares
that all deeds, etc., authorized by law to be
recorded, "shall take effect and be in force
from and after the time of filing the same for
record, and not before, as to all creditors and
subsequent purchasers without notice; and
all such deeds and title papers shall be adjudged void as to all such creditors and subsequent purchasers without notice, until the
same shall be filed for record."
An attach-

Shope, J. This was a bill filed by Martha
Burnett against Charles W. Thomas and
the sheriff of Kandolph county, to set aside
ing creditor, who levies his attachment witha certificate of purchase held by Thomas upout notice of a prior unrecorded deed of his
on a 40-aere tract of land owned by the comdebtor, either actual or constructive, acquires
plainant, as a cloud on her title, and to enjoin the sheriff from making a deed under a lien, which, if perfected by judgment, execution, sale, and deed, will bold the legal
such certificate. Both parties claimed title
estate as against the grantee in a prior unreunder James Burnett, a son of the complaincorded deed.
Having acquired a lien as an
ant.- It is conceded that on the 29th day of
March, 1882, Jamec Burnett was the owner
innocent creditor without notice, he will have
a right to enforce the same, notwithstanding
of the tract of land in controversy, which
he may have, subsequently to the levying of
was inclosed and in cultivation, but upon
his attachment, received notice of the deed.
On that day the
which there was no house.
Martin v. Dryden, 1 Gilman, 187; Stribling
complainant, as it is shown, bought the land
V. Ross, 16 111. 122; Jones v. Jones, Id. 117;
in good faith from her son for the sum of
Henderson v. Downing, 24 Miss. 106. Un$1,600.
No deed was made until in the
less, therefore, the plaintiff in attachment
month of April following, when James Burnett conveyed the land to complainant.
No had notice, either actual or constructive, of
the unrecorded deed from James Burnett to
question arises in respect to the payment of
the purchase money at the date of the purMrs. Burnett, the lien thereby acquired must
chase. The land had been fenced, and under
prevail over the rights of the complainant
David C.
cultivation for over 20 years.
under that deed.
The statute makes her
Thompson had for some years acted as the
deed void as against the attacliing creditor if
agent of James Burnett, while he was owner,
a lien on the property was thereby secured in
and had rented the land from year to year.
good faith, and without notice of her rights.
The deed to complainant was not recorded
Complainant's right to the relief sought deuntil October 22, 1884, and the land stood on pends, therefore, upon the fact whether the
the assessment books in the name of James
plaintiff in attachment, at the time of the levy
Burnett, until 1885. The complainant, after
of the writ, had notice of her rights.
There
her purchase, retained Thompson as her
is no pretense that she had actual notice of
agent in respect of this land, who, in August,
the unrecorded deed, but it is claimed that
1882, rented the land as the complainant's to
she had constructive notice, arising from the
one Jordan for one year, who raised a crop
possession of the land by complainant. Comthereon, and retained possession of the same
plainant took possession after her purchase
until in August, 1883, when he surrendered
by her agent and tenants, as we have seen,
In March, 1884,
possession to Thompson.
long prior to the levy of the attachment, and
At which possession she has ever since retained.
the agent rented the lands to Tagle.
each renting the agent informed the tenants
It is well settled that actual possession of
that complainant was the owner of the
land by a party under an unrecorded deed is
premises, and that he was renting it for her.
constructive notice of the legal and equitable
A crop was raised on the land each year aft- Jight of the party in possession. The posseser 1882 by the tenants of complainant, and
^sion by tenant is the same in all respects as
the fences were kept in repair by her agent,
if by the party himself. Franz v. Orton, 75
who collected the rent, and paid the same to
111. 100; Whitaker
v. Miller, 83 111. 381;
her. On the 10th day of October, 1883,
Coari v. Olsen, 91 111. 273. It is claimed by
Margaret Gilfillen sued out an attachment
plaintiff in error that possession, to have the
against James Burnett in the Randolph cireffect of notice, must be of that character
cuit court returnable to the March term
which will arrest attention, and the case ol
thereof, then following, and this land was
Loughridge v. Bowland, 52 Miss. 546, is relevied upon on that day as the property of
ferredtoassustainingthat positio n . In that
James Burnett, and a certificate of levy duly
case the grantor of the land at the time of the
filed. At the September term, 1884, of said
conveyance was in possession of the same by
court, said plaintiff in attachment recovered
his tenant. After the sale the same tenant
judgment for $2,500 against said Burnett.
continued to hold possession under an agreeSpecial execution was issued thereon, under
ment to pay rent to the grantees. There was
which, on October 22, 1884, the tract in conthen nothing more than a technical attorntroversy was sold to defendant Thomas, atment by the tenant to the purchaser.
And
torney of the plaintiff in question, for $1,900,
the court held that the mere attornment of
and the sheriff delivered to Thomas a certifithe tenant, without any visible change in the

J.
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character of the holding, was not sufficient to
put a creditor or subsequent purchaser on inIt is not necessary to the decision of
quiry.
this case to express any opinion in respect of
the doctrine there announced, for the reason
that after the complainant's purchase she,
through her agent made a lease of the property to Jordan. This was in August, 1882,
and for one year, and under it a crop was
raised. The tenant was informed tliat his
landlord was Mrs. Burnett, the compiainant.
The agent, as before stated, Itept the place in
repair as her agent, collected the rents, and
paid them to her. Here were open, notorious
acts of ownership asserted in an unequivocal
manner by the complainant.
Thompson, the
agent, was not himself in possession of the
property, but the tenants of complainant were,
and it was their possession which constituted
notice. It is, however, said that there was
no tenant in actual possession at the time of
the levy of the attachment, and therefore the
plaintiff in error was not chargeable with
The tenant's
p( notice of the unrecorded deefl.
I possession of land is that of his landlord.
Jordans occupied the land up to August,
|3?he
f:1883, and this was notice to the world of Mrs.
jjfBurnett's title, to all intents as if she had occupied it. Actual residence is not essential
to continuous possession.
the party is in
actual possession of the land, and there are
continuous acts of ownership, it is sufficient.
Coleman v. Billings, 89 111. 183; Ford v.
Marcall, 107 111. 136. The land here in con-

If
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troversy was improved, and under fence. In
such case, the owner will not lose his possession by failing to be continuously in the
actual occupancy or use of the land by himself or tenant. The fact that a short time
may have elapsed between the actual occupancy by one tenant, before another tenant
takes possession, will not be a loss of possession by the owner.
The improvements, the
fact that a crop had been raised the previous
season, will clearly indicate the possession,
and will be sufficient to put others dealing
The attachwith the property upon inquiry.
ment here was levied October 10, 1883, a short
time after the tenants had surrendered possession, to Thompson, complainant's agent,
who still continued to act as such agent in
taking care of the property, and the plaintiff
should have made inquiry before levying her
writ of attachment. It is apparent this could
have been done, either of the outgoing tenants
or of the agent.
Any reasonable, prudent
man, contemplating a purchase of the property, would have made such inquiry; and it
is clear that an inquiry of the Jordans or of
Thompson would have led to notice of the
claim of complainant, and of the existence ■
of the unrecorded deed. We think the cir-M
cumstanees are such as to charge the attach- \\
ing creditor with notice of the deed from j\
This be- / /
James Burnett to the complainant.
ing so, the circuit court committed no error
in granting the relief prayed, and its decree
will be affirmed.
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strong and positive that the mortgage had
no subscribing witnesses when it was re(37 "Wis. 449.)
corded.
But this testimony is contradicted;
Jan. Term, 1875. and, considering the circumstances attendSupreme Court of Wisconsin.
delivery of the mortAppeal from circuit court, Milwaukee coun- ing the execution and
gage, we think the probabilities favor the
ty.
inference that the instrument was witnessed '^
Action by one Pringle against Andrew
when it was left for record. According to
a
to
foreclose
Dunn and wife and others
view, there was a mistake in transcribthis
given to the La Crosse & Milmortgage
ing the mortgage upon the record by omita
bond
secure
Company
to
wauliee Railroad
the witnesses. The weight
of said company for $5,000, payable Jan- ting the names of
evidence, to our minds, supports this
uary 1, 1864, said mortgage bearing date of the
April 11, 1854, and alleged to have been re- inference or conclusion. It is to be observed
that the mortgage is perfect and fair on its
corded on such date, and afterwards assigned
face, showing two witnesses. A strong prepurchaser
for
fide
to plaintiff, as a bona
sumption fairly arises from the instrument
value. There was no record of the assign-

PRINGLE

V.

DUNN

et aL

ment. The court found that the witnesses
to the mortgage did not subscribe it at the
time of its execution, but after It had been
recorded;
that, after such subscription, it
was not again recorded; that the plaintiff
was the bona fide holder of the bond and
mortgage;
that the defendants
other than
Andrew Dunn and wife had no actual knowledge of the mortgage, and the recording of
the mortgage before it was subscribed was
not constructive notice; and dismissed the
complaint. Plaintiff appeals. Modified.

Mariner, Smith & Ordway, for appellant.
Guy C. Prentiss, J. P. C. Cottrill, and John
W. Gary, for respondents.

COLE, J. Before approaching the legal
questions involved in this case. It is necessary to determine a question of fact; and
that Is, does the evidence show that the
mortgage sought to be foreclosed was properly attested when first left at the oflace of
the register, so as to entitle it to record?
There is considerable testimony in the case
which tends strongly to prove that the mortgage had no witnesses when it was recorded. And the court found as a fact that the
mortgage
was not subscribed by the witnesses Baker and McFarlane at the time
of Its execution, and before It was transcribed upon the records and entered in the
general index, but was subscribed by these
witnesses after It was recorded, and that
it was not again recorded. This finding affirms one important fact, which Is much
contested by the defendants,
which is the
genuineness of the signature of the witness
A. J. McFarlane to the Instrument. An attempt is made to prove, and it is argued
that the evidence shows, that McFarlane
never signed the mortgage as a witness,
and that his signature thereto is a forgery.
On this point we wUl only make the remark that we are satisfied from the evidence, and especially by an inspection of
the writings themselves, of the authenticity
of the signature. Whether the mortgage was
subscribed by the witnesses at the time of
its execution and before it was left at the
ofiBce for registry Is a question of more doubt
upon the evidence. The testimony is quite

itself that it was witnessed at the time of
This presumption is not overits execution.
come nor repelled by the testimony offered
to show that it was not witnessed at that
In respect to the degree or quantity
time.
of evidence necessary to justify a finding
that the subscribing witnesses signed the
instrument after it was executed and recorded, the case would seem to come within
the rule laid down in Kercheval v. Doty,
"The prop31 Wis. 478, where it is said:
osition being to set aside or invalidate a
written contract by evidence of a far less
certain and reliable character than the writing itself, the greatest clearness and certainty
of proof should be required. It is like the
cases where the object is to correct or reform a deed or other instrument on the
ground of mistake, or to set aside or rescind
it on the same ground; where the rule is
that the fact must be established by clear
and satisfactory evidence."
The testimony
offered to show that the mortgage was not
witnessed when executed and before it was
recorded falls short of this rule. The fact
is not established by clear and conclusive
proof that it was not witnessed when executed. It would serve no useful purpose
to go Into a detailed discussion of the evidence upon this point, and we shall not do
so. It is sufiicient to say that, giving to
the testimony offered to show that the mortgage was not witnessed before it was re- /
ceived for record all the weight to which /
it is entitled. It falls to establish that fact/
In a clear, satisfactory manner.
Assuming, then, that the mortgage was
witnessed when it was left at the oflBce of
the register to be recorded, the further important inquiry arises as to what effect must
be given to the record as constructive notice to subsequent bona fide purchasers for
value. This record was in this state. The
entry of the mortgage was made in the gen.
eral index book, but the full record of the -7
Instrument had no subscribing witnesses;
and therefore the question Is, would such
a record operate as constructive notice to
subsequent purchasers for value, independent
of any actual notice? It Is claimed by the
counsel for the plaintiff that the record does
and should so operate, notwithstanding the

t
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mistake In the registration or recording of
the instrument in extenso. This presents a
question of no little difllculty, which must
be solved by the application of general principles of law to the provisions of our statute.
It is a familiar mle that an instrument
must be properly executed and acknowledged
so as to entitle it to record, in order to
make the registry thereof operate as constructive notice to a subsequent purchaser.
Says Mr. Justice Story: "The doctrine as
to the registration of deeds being constructive notice to aU subsequent purchasers is
not to be understood of all deeds and con"veyances which may be de facto registered,
1)ut of such only as are authorized or re^luired by law to be registered, and are duly
registered in compliance with law. If they
are not authorized or required to be registered, or the registry itself is not in compliance with the law, the act of registration
is treated as a mere nuUityj and then the
■subsequent purchaser is afCected only by
such actual notice as would amount to a
fraud." 1 Eq. Jur. § 404. See, also Ely v.
"Wilcox, 20 Wis. 528; Fallass v. Pierce, 30
Wis. 444; Lessee of Heister v. Fortner, 2
Bin. 40; Shove v. Larsen, 22 Wis. 142, and
•cases cited on page 146.
Under our statute,
among other requisites, two witnesses are
essential to a conveyance, to entitle it to
record. The statute requires every register
to keep a general index, each page of which
shall be divided into eight columns,
with
heads to the respective columns as pre-scribed;
and the duty is imposed upon the
register to make correct entries in said index of every instrument received by him
for record, imder the respective and appropriate heads, and immediately to enter in
the appropriate column, and in the order of
time in which it was received, the day and
hour of reception; and it is declared that
the instrument "shall be considered as re«orded at the time so noted." Rev. St. 1858,
In Shove v. Larsen, supra,
■c. 13, §§ 142, 143.
the effect of this index containing correct
■entries of matters required to be made therein was considered, and it was held that by
^,force of the statute it operated as constructive notice to a subsequent purchaser. In
that case the index contained an accurate
of the land mortgaged, but in
•description
transcribing the mortgage at large upon the
records a mistake was made in the descrip•Uon;
and it was claimed In behalf of the
subsequent purchaser that it was the registration of the instrument at large which alone
But this
amounted to constructive notice.
construction of the statute was not adopted,
the court holding that a subsequent purchaser
was bomid to take notice of the entries in
the index, which the law required the register to make. This result seemed to foUow
necessarily from the language of the statute,
■which
declared that the instrument should
■/U-ft
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as recorded at the time noted.
Time might elapse before the instrument
was transcribed at large on the record, or
It might be lost, and not transcribed at all,
leaving the Index the only record of its contents.
And the manifest intention of the
srtatute seemed to be to make the index notice of all proper entries from its date, and
also of the instrument itself until it was
registered In full. The further consequence
would seem necessarily to result from this
view of the statute that the registration of
the conveyance in extenso relates back to
the registration in the index, and from thence
there is constructive notice of the contents
of the instrument. The doctrine of Shove
V. Larsen was approved in Hay v. Hill, 24
Wis. 235i but the court refused to make the
entry In the index In that case operate as
constructive notice, because upon its very
face it bore conclusive evidence that it was
not made at its date; in other words, the
rectitude and Integrity of the index were
successfully impeached by the index itself.
See, also. Insurance Co. v. Scales, 27 Wis.
640.
Where there Is nothing upon the face
of tlie Index to impeach or throw suspicion
upon Its accuracy, there it would afCect a
purchaser with notice of those
subsequent
facts which the law required to appear therein. Doubtless, a still further consequence follows from this construction of the statute,
namely, that where, by some mistake, there
is a discrepancy between the proper index
entries
and the instrument as registered, , ,
there each supplies the defects of the other J/
in the constructive notice thereby given; that
is, It appears to be the Intention of the statute to charge the subsequent purchaser constructively with such knowledge as the proper Index entries afford, as well as with
notice of those facts derived from the registration itself. He is presumed to have examined the whole record, and Is affected with ~
notice of what It contains.
But when the
instrument, as registered In full, appears
defective in some material and essential
parts, which are not supplied by the index
entries, what effect, then, must be given the
record as constructive notice? This is really the difficult question In this case. Prom
the entries in the index It would not appear
whether the mortgage was witnessed or not.
The presumption from the mere entries them- \
selves would be that it was witnessed and I
acknowledged, so as to entitle it to record;
but when the mortgage, as registered In full,
was examined,
it would be found that it
had no witnesses, and had no business on
the records. As the record itself is only
constructive notice of its contents. It is difficult to perceive how it can go beyond the
facts appearing upon it, and charge a purchaser constructively with knowledge of a
fact not In the record.
One of the counsel for the defendants states
the argument on this point as follows:
He
be considered

/
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Insists and claims that the entries in the
index hool^s, so far as they indicated that
the mortgage had been filed for recordy inwas so exdicated also that the mortgage
ecuted as to entitle these entries of it to
be made;
but that, when the full record
was looked at for all the particulars of the
mortgage, and perhaps for the express purpose of verifying the entries in the index,
it is found that the apparent assertion by
was
the index entries that the mortgage
properly executed was wholly untrue, and
that the mortgage in fact was no incumbrance.
The fact, as truly shown to exist
by the full record, overcomes and destroys
the false assertion as to the fact in the
And, it appearing by the instrument
index.
registered that it was not entitled to record,
both the registration and index itself cease
to affect the purchaser with constructive notice.

It is not readily perceived wherein this argument as to the effect of our various provisions upon the subject of registration is
unsound.
The question mainly depends upon the construction of our own statutes. So
far as we are aware, this is the first time the
point has been presented in this court for
adjudication. We have derived but little
aid from the decisions in other states, for
the reason that few of them have similar
statutory provisions. We have been referred
by the counsel for the plaintiff to two cases
in Michigan,— Brown v. McCormick, 28 Mich.
215, and Starkweather
v. Martin, Id. 472.
In Brown v. McOormick the effect of the registry, as notice to subsequent purchasers,
was made to turn upon the curative act of
1861,
mentioned in the opinion. In Starkweather V. Martin the question was, how far
the absence, on the registry of a deed, of
any mark or device indicating a seal, or of
any statement of the register that the original was sealed, affected the validity of the
record entry as evidence of title. The record entry of the deed was made more than
forty years before the cause was decided,
by the proper officer, and in the appropriate place for the registry of deeds, under
the law permitting the registry of only sealed instruments; and the instrament was in
the form of a warranty deed, purporting to
be acknowledged and dated at a time when
it was the common and lawful course to
seal conveyances,
and contrary to official
duty to take the acknowledgment unless the
conveyance was sealed, and where the conclusion, attestation clause, and certificate of
acknowledgment of the instrument all spoke
of it as under seal. The court said that
these facts and incidents, taken together,
afforded a very strong presumption that the
original was sealed.
The doctrine of this case does not seem
to have a very strong bearing upon the question under consideration. It may be said
that it was contrary to the duty of the reg-

ister to record the mortgage unless It was
properly acknowledged and witnessed, and
that a presumption arises that he would not
have done so. But in answer to this it may
also be said that the law made it the duty
of the register to record the mortgage unless
it was properly acknowledged and witnessed, and that a presumption arises that he
would not have done so. But in answer to
this it may also be said that the law made
it the duty of the register to record, or cause
to be recorded correctly, all instruments authorized by law to be recorded.
Section 140,
c. 13, Rev. St. 1858.
And the presumption
that he performed his duty in recording the
mortgage correctly is as strong as the presumption that he would not have recorded it
unless it was entitled to registry.
la Shove v.-Larsen, a number of cases are
referred to which hold that a mistake in recording a deed, or recording it out of Its
order, renders the registration ineffectual as
notice to subsequent incumbrancers and purchasers.
The doctrine of those cases would
seem to be applicable to the case before us.
The registration and index entries being Incomplete,
showing that the mortbecause
gage had no subscribing witnesses, constructive notice could not be presumed of such
a record; for the principle ."that the registry
is notice of the tenor and effect of the Instrument recorded only as It appears upon that
record" fully applies. Shepherd v. Burkhalter, 13 Ga. 443.
See, In addition to the cases
cited in Shove v. Larsen, Brown v. Kirkman,
1 Ohio St. 116; Stevens v. Hampton, 46 Mo.
404; Bishop v. Schneider, Id. 472; Terrell v.
Andrew Co., 44 Mo. 309; Frost v. Beekman,
1 Johns. Ch. 288.
The question, then, arises whether the evidence shows that any of the defendants were
affected with actual notice of the mortgage.
This question, we think, must be answered
in the affirmative, so far as the defendants
Thomas Maloy and Stanislaus Bartosz are

J\

concerned.

In the deposition taken on his own behalf,
but read as a part of the plaintiff's case,
Thomas Maloy distinctly admits that he had
heard, when he purchased his lots, that there
was a defective railroad mortgage upon
them, but that he did not look for It, because
his abstract did not show it It is claimed
by one of the counsel for the defendants that
this related to the Aiken mortgage, and not
to the one upon which this action is brought
It seems to us, however, that this is a totally inadmissible construction of the testimony.
He most certainly refers to, the mortgage in suit. And what he had heard about
there being a defective railroad mortgage
upon the property was sufficient to put him
upon inquiry.
Parker v. Kane, 4 Wis. 1.
"What Is sufficient to put a purchaser upon
an inquiry is good notice; that is, where a
man has sufficient information to lead him
to a fact, he shall be deemed conusant of it."
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Sugd. Vend. (9th London Ed.) p. 335. "In regard to the inquiry required of a party, it
should be such as a prudent and careful man
would exercise in his own business of equal
importance. Accordingly, where the mortgagee is informed that there are charges afEecting the estate, and is cognizant of two only,
he cannot claim to be a purchaser without
notice of other charges, because he believes
that the two, which satisfy the word "charges," are all the charges upon it. He is
bound to inquire whether there are any others. The rule with respect to the consequences of a purchaser abstaining from making
inquiries does not depend exclusively upon a
fraudulent motive. A man may abstain from
mere heedlessness or stupidity, and be none
the less responsible for the consequences;
but, if he make reasonable inquiry, and is
deterred by a false answer, he is excusable,
if it be of a character to delude a prudent
man." 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 400b; Jackson v.
Van Valkenburgh, 8 Cow. 260. Independently of the record, Maloy had notice of the existence of the mortgage, or had a knowledge
of such facts as to call for further inquiry.
He cannot, therefore, be protected as an innocent purchaser for value.
The defendant Bartosz must be charged
with notice of the mortgage by the recitals
in the deed from Tenney and wife to his immediate grantor. He was present when that
deed was executed and delivered to his uncle,
He testifies that he did not know whether
anything was said about the railroad mortgage at that time or not; that he did not understand English very well. The purchase
was really made by his uncle for him. And,
whether he fully understood the conversation at the time about Incumbrances, he
must be chargeable with notice of what aj)pears in his chain of title. This clause was
in the deed to his uncle; "Said premises are
free and clear from all incumbrances except
a mortgage to the La Crosse Railroad Co.,
which
am to save said Bartosz harmless
from." The general rule upon this subject
is "that, where a purchaser cannot make out
a title but by a deed which leads him to another fact, he will be presumed to have
knowledge of that fact." The following authorities are very clear and decisive upon
that point: Pitzhugh v. Barnard, 12 Mich.
105; Case v. Erwin, 18 Mich. 434; Baker v.
Mather, 25 Mich. 51; Insurance Co. v. Halsey, 8 N. Y. 271; Frost v. Beekman, 1 Johns.
Ch. 298; Gibert v. Peteler, 38 N. Y. 165; Acer
V. Westcott, 46 N. Y. 384; Coles v. Sims, 5
De Gex, M. & G. 1. The clause in the deed
referred to the mortgage as an existing incumbrance, and he cannot now, in good faith,
claim that it is not a lien upon his property.
The counsel for the plaintiff claims that
the defendant McLindon had actual knowlIt
edge of the existence of the mortgage.
Is true, he testified that when he purchased
he knew by report that there was a railroad
mortgage upon the property, but he says
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that the report stated that the mortgage was
void. Were he not protected by another principal, he could not certainly be regarded as a
bona fide purchaser. But he purchased from
S. S. Johnson, or claims through Johnson, in
whom the title stood free from any taint.
For the rule is well settled that a purchaser
■*
affected with notice may protect himself by
purchasing of another who is a bona flde
purchaser for a valuable consideration. For
a similar reason, if a person who has notice .
sells to another who has no notice, and is a
bona flde purchaser for a valuable consideration, the latter may protect his title, although it was affected with the equity arising from notice in the hands of the person
from whom he derived it. Mr. Justice Story
says this doctrine, in both of its branches,
has been settled for nearly a century and a
half in England. 1 Eq. Jur. § 410. He states
an exception to the rule, which was recognized and enforced in Ely v. Wilcox, 26 Wis.
91, where the estate became revested in the
original fraudulent grantee, when the original equity was held to reattach to it. There
is no pretense that McLindon comes within
the exception; and, as a bona flde purchase
of an estate for a valuable consideration
purges away the equity from the estate lA
the hands of all persons who derive title"^
under it, he is protected.
It is said that it
does not appear that Johnson's title was derived from the common source. As we understand the bill of exceptions, an abstract
was offered in evidence to show title from
Bunn, by various intermediate conveyances,
to the defendant, which was ruled out on
the plaintiff's objection. But perhaps it is a
better answer to the objection to say that
the plaintiff has made the defendants parties
under the general allegation that they claim
some interest in or title to the mortgaged
premises, which was subject to the mortgage. This allegation implies that this interest was not adverse, but was derived
from Dunn, though subsequent in date, and
inferior in right, to the plaintiff's mortgage.
It was further insisted that the evidence
showed that the defendant Mary Maloy had
actual notice of the mortgage. We do not
think this position is sustained by the testimony. It is attempted to charge her with
the same actual knowledge her husband had,
because he aided her when she made her purchase of Martin Maloy. It does not appear that
anything was said at this time about the railroad mortgage, or that she ever had any notice
of it. It does not appear, even, that he was
acting as her agent in any legal sense; and,
besides, if he were, his knowledge, acquired
at another time, when not engaged in her
business, ought not to be imputed to her.
Notice, to bind the principal, should be
brought home to the agent while engaged
in the business or negotiation of the principal, and when it would be a breach of trust
in the former not to communicate the knowledge to the latter. 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 408,

^
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and cases cited in note 1. The evidence falls
to bring her within that rule.
A number of other questions were discussed upon the argument; but we believe these
observations dispose of all the more important ones.

The judgment of the circuit court as to the
defendants Thomas Maloy and Stanislaus
Bartosz must be reversed, and the cause remanded for further proceedings in accordance with this decision.
It is so ordered.
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TAYLOR.

Supreme Court of Mississippi.
Oct., 1876.
Appeal from chancery court, Lincoln county; Thomas Y. Berry, Chancellor.
Bill in equity by Bentonville Taylor
against J. B. Deason, M. W. Hoskins, and
G. W. Hoskins, her husband, Ellen McClendon and A. D. McClendon, her husband, to
recover the balance of the purchase money
of certain land, and to subject land to the
payment of th,e same.
The bill showed that on February 16, 1872,
the complainant sold and conveyed the land
in question to J. B. Deason; the deed, which
,, was duly recorded on February 19, 1872, reciting a consideration of "the sum of $700,
to be paid to the party of the first part on
or before the first day of July, 1872, by the
,^j)arty of the second part." For the purchase
money Deason gave his note, of even date
with the deed, as follows: "On or before
the first day of July next,
promise to pay
Bentonville Taylor, or bearer, the sum of
$700, for town lots conveyed by him to me
^ttis day.Xl^his sum is to be paid in Mississippi state certificates of indebtedness at
par." After maturity of the note, Deason
sold and conveyed the lots to the defendant
M. W. Hoskins, and the latter and her husband sold and conveyed the same to the
defendant Ellen McClendon.
When Deason
sold and conveyed the lots to the defendant
Hoskins, he informed her agent that be had
paid Taylor aU the purchase money.
The defendants demurred to the bill, on
the ground that the complainant had no
vendor's lien. It appearing on the face of
the bill that the consideration for the sale of
the lands was not money or United States
currency; and because the recital in the
deed was not notice to the defendants Hoskins and McClendon of the complainant's
equity.
The demurrer was overruled, and an answer filed, and upon final hearing a decree
was rendered for the complainant for the
balance of the purchase money due him, and
foreclosing his vendor's lien on the land.
The defendants appeal.
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Ses^onB & Cassedy, for appellants.
Chrisman & Thompson, for appellee.
Bentonville
Taylor, pro se.

CHALMERS, J. We are content with the
finding of the chancellor on the facts. If
any injustice was done In fixing the amount
"^^
due, it was to the appellee, and not to the
appellants.
The fact that the note was dischargeable in Mississippi certificates of Indebtedness (known as Alcorn money) did not
deprive it of the protection of the vendor's
"^
equitable lien. Harvey v. Kelly, 41 Miss.
In the face of the

deed which
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Taylor

cuted to Deason was this recital: "The par(the vendor), for and in
consideration of the sum of $700, to be paid
on or before the first day of July, 1872, by
the party of the second part" (the vendee),
&c. For this sum of $700, Deason, the vendee, executed his note to Taylor, due 1st of
July, 1872. The deed was recorded at once,
and Deason took possession of the premises.
Without having completed payment In full
of the note, Deason sold the premises in
1874 to Hoskins, who subsequently sold to
Mrs. McClendon.
Both Hoskins and Mrs.
McClendon deny actual knowledge, at and
before their purchases, that any thing remained due to Taylor.
Did the law give them constructive notice
of Taylor's rights? Nothing is better settled than that the purchaser of real estate
is bound to take notice of all recitals In the
chain of title through which his own title
is derived. Not only is he bound by everything stated In the several conveyances constituting that chain, but he Is bound fully
to investigate and explore everything to
which his attention is thereby directed.
Where, therefore, he is Informed by any of
the preceding conveyances,
upon which his
ovm deed rests, that the land has been sold
on a credit, he is bound to inform himself
as to whether the purchase money has been
paid since the execution of the deed. Wiseman V. Hutchinson, 20 Ind. 40; Croskey v.
Chapman, 26 Ind. 333; Johnston v. Gwathmey, 4 LItt. (Ky.) 317.
It is argued, however, that this principle
only applies before the maturity of the notes,
as shown by the recitals of the deed, and
that it will not apply where, as in the case
at bar, subsequent purchasers have bought
after the notes were past due. It Is said
that, in such case, the subsequent purchasers may rely upon a presumption that the
original debt has been paid. We know of
no principle which would justify a reliance
upon such a presumption, and it Is expressly
negatived by the cases of Honore v. Bakewell, 6 B. Mon. 67, and Thornton v. Knox,
Id. 74. They may rely upon such presumption after sufficient time has elapsed to bar
the notes, although, in fact, they may have
been renewed.
Avent v. McCorkle, 45 Miss.

ty of the first part
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It appears in the case at bar that the subsequent purchasers knew that Deason had
bought the realty on a credit, because they
asked him at the time of their purchase if
he had paid all the money due Taylor.
It
was their own folly if they relied upon his
assurances, instead of applying for information to Taylor, who lived In an adjoining
county, and is shown by the bill to be a
practising lawyer, well known in Brookhaven, where the lots were situated and all
the defendants resided.
Decree affirmed.
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